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fHE BEETHOVEN PIANOFORTE SONATAS.

LETTERS TO A LADY.

By Prof. Dr. Carl Reinecke.

I.

Dear Friend, — There was really no apology needed

when you sought to induce me to give you advice for

the execution of the Beethoven Sonatas! It is certainly

a pleasant prerogative of age to be permitted to serve

and help youth with its accumulated experience. Years

have elapsed since I responded to your wish to help

you in the musical training of your children, and I am
happy and proud when you tell me that they are now,
by virtue of my advice, so far advanced as to be able

to attempt successfully those sonatas of Beethoven which
are not too difficult.

However, "What is worth doing at all, is worth

doing well." "Garnicht oder ganz!" ("All or nothing")

wrote Carmen Sylva for me under her portrait; and
she is right. In like manner, if I write to you about

the less difficult sonatas of Beethoven, I would also

rather not keep silence about the others. Who knows
low long I may yet be permitted to live, and whether
[ should be able later to respond to your further wishes?
Lay aside for a while those letters by which you cannot

yet profit; perhaps later on you will find in the then

yellowed leaves yet here and there a grain of truth, a

Dractical hint, some explanation, or the like.

And now to business!

So many poetical commentaries to Beethoven's
Dianoforte sonatas have already been written — there need



be mentioned in this respect only those in A. B. Marx'

Biography of Beethoven and the work of Elterlein

— that it would be superfluous to increase the number

of this mode of explanation, especially as it always

remains doubtful whether the true comprehension of

these masterpieces is really helped thereby.* Certainly

he who understands indeed perfectly the "architectural"

structure of a piece of music, but possesses no suscep-

tibility for the moods therein contained, will never fully

recognize the beauty of the work in question. However,
he who follows with dim perception the moods of the

composition, but without being able to recognize the

red thread which runs through the whole, will comprehend
it just as little. Both must exist equally— susceptibility

for the musico-poetical moods, and knowledge of the

"architectural" structure. He to whom the first is want-

ing is past help, and I might almost pronounce him
unmusical, even if he were in a position to recognize

notes, chords, and keys by merely hearing them. It

is, on the whole, wonderful how varied the endowment
of the musically highly-gifted man appears. If there are,

on the one hand, musicians who possess a prodigious

memory and eminent gifts of intellect, but absolutely

no creative talent, there are also, on the other hand,

composers of importance who have not a fine ear,

and to whom an exceptional memory is wanting.

For how can it assist anyone's comprehension when Herri

v. Elterlein relates that he "finds in the F major motive an instant-

aneous balsam" when he speaks of a "peculiarly fanciful tinge|

which overspreads it," and indulges, by preference, in similar phrases'

And how can on: place reliance on a writer on music who asserts!

that the A flat major sonata, Op. 26, "is the first of all Beethoven'
<[

sonatas in which the art form of the variation is adopted," whc
has consequently not noticed that the second movement of th^

sonata, Op. 14, No. 2, is likewise written in variation form; an<]

who speaks of a "pedal-point on the A flat major chord"? He whj
wishes to write about music should be able to recognize variation]

as such, even if the composer has not written thereto that they at

variations, and he should have a fair knowledge what a pedal-point is



Although a witty person has asserted that the step from

dilettante to artist is often only a small one, yet always

such as the dilettante never can take, I am still of

opinion that, for all that, there are dilettanti who surpass

many musicians in certain respects, and I believe you
are to be numbered among these. May my notes, then,

help you to recognize that also as beauty in the Beet-

hoven sonatas which one does not fully arrive at with

a general susceptibility for the musically beautiful.

And so you must, then, dear friend, permit me to play

the pedagogue a little, in order first to give you a quite

short exposition of the form of the first movement of

a sonata. — The composer begins, apart from a possible

introduction, with the first or principal Subject, which

he develops according to requirement; to it follows the

so-called modulating passage, which serves to introduce

the second Subject. The development also of this second

Subject, which always appears in another key than the

first Subject (for a major sonata mostly in the key of

the dominant, for a sonata in the minor usually in

the relative major), depends entirely upon the judgment
of the composer. When he has sufficiently developed it,

he brings in the Coda, which, as its name tells us, is

an appendage ("tail") that serves to strengthen the

conclusion, and to make it more impressive. With the

Coda the first part concludes, which conclusion is very

often recognizable externally by the sign for repeat.

Sometimes there is yet to be found between the second

Subject and the Coda a passage which is called the

Dridge-passage* and which is more devoted to florid

e5?|movement, whilst the two Subjects accordingly are devoted
rts more to the pathetic, the strongly rhythmical, or the

yrical, elegiac, also, perhaps, the humorous. After the

rlose of the first part begins the so-called "Development,"

who

dons

* In the concerto, which indeed (like the symphony, trio, quar-
'Jk&, etc.) is written in sonata form, the bridge-passage is an integral,

ndispensable part.



in which the composer works out one or several of

the earlier motives, sometimes in contrapuntal, some-

times in free, style, throwing a different, poetical light

on them, etc. When the composer has had enough

of this style, he returns to the principal key and to the

first Subject, and what now follows very often corres-

ponds quite strictly to the first part, only with this

difference, that the second Subject also now appears in

the principal key. Commonly the coda at the end of

the whole movement is further developed than was that

at the end of the first part. It hardly needs mention

that this form is uncommonly elastic, and capable of

innumerable modifications. The characteristics will, how-
ever, be found easily recognizable in all genuine first

Sonata-movements. I say in all genuine first Sonata-

movements; for when Beethoven begins his C sharp

minor Sonata with an Adagio, and his A flat major
Sonata, Op. 26, with variations, he has dispensed with

the real first Sonata-movement. But you must always
kindly dispense in my letters with the conclusion. It

would, however, be ever the same coda; and thus I

end simply as

Yours,

CARL REINECKE.
Leipzig, October, 1894.

II.

Whilst I now, my dear lady, pass on to analytical

remarks on Beethoven's Sonatas separately, I hope 1

may reckon on your concurrence if I do not follow the

Opus numbers, but advance from the more simple to the

more complicated and more important, and also simply omii
the quasi Sonatinas Op. 49. As material for practice, th<

latter are doubtless very charming, and the pupil cai

also very well exercise himself on them in analyzing
the form; but, for the rest, they would not give rise t<



interesting discussion. Let us turn, then, to Op. 14,

No. 1, the favourite sonata in E major, in

Op. 14, places somewhat tinged with melancholy.*

No. 1. The whole of the first movement has some-

thing soft, muffled, as predominant mood:
scarcely any outbreak of strength occurs, only four bars

have been marked ff by Beethoven, and not many even

forte, whilst he often returns to piano after a crescendo,

instead of ending with a forte. To the thoughtful player,

this^will influence the rendering of the entire movement.
That the modulating passage closely conforms to the

repetition of the first Subject an octave lower, and
concludes with three loud chords on F sharp, you will

at once perceive. On the other hand, it may, perhaps,

have escaped you that from the 17th bar on, the

principal Subject is to be found in the parts which are

allotted to the left hand:--

sfie 3:
-&-

+ +
=1=1=1:

,

—

I—&-
-
<5>-

P p *& P - —p- & —p-

This stands out more clearly in the parallel passage

in the second part. The repetition of the second Subject

lies, perceptibly enough, in the left hand, which must,

therefore, be made more prominent than the right, which
has to imitate the left quite simply. In the last four

bars of the first part the left hand enters once more
bearing the melody, with the fourth-progressions of the

first Subject, and must accordingly be played with can-

tabile tone in spite of the prescribed pianissimo. The
Development refers to this only in the first four bars,,

and the last ten bars before the re-introduction of the first

Subject, whilst the intermediate bars appear to be wholly

independent of it. It is, however, not impossible that

* Herr von Elterlein designates the two sonatas, Op. 14,

simply as "the weakest sonatas of the first Period," and on this

j
account holds himself "excused from going into them in detail."



Beethoven (possibly without being himself aware of it) has

formed the motive

aj—c

—

g I r rp r *v

out of the ninth bar, by rhythmical augmentation.

Already in the fourth bar appears the motive,

t
:^E3

and is repeated by inversion in the 9th and nth bars,

again later on in the 17th, 19th and 20th bars, and
thus plays, as you see, a certain role. The great masters

have so much accustomed themselves to develop their

ideas logically, that it were excusable if one imputed to

them, once in a way, a combination of which they them-

selves have not thought. Permit me still, a propos of

this movement, a couple of observations which may then

serve for all similar cases. In the 15th and 16th bars

Beethoven writes dots over the minims. This is in no
wise a proof that Beethoven wants the note with the

dot or dash above it to be absolutely short, but only
that it should lose a little of its value* (in this case

scarcely a quaver). One regards, therefore, the dot or

dash over the note, not as an unconditional staccato sign,

out only as a direction that the respective notes should be

separated from those following.

In his Trio for strings, Op. 9, No. 2, Beethoven supplies

even semibreves with dots above them

!



Should there be (as in the second Subject) dots

and slurs above the notes, the separation of the single

notes should be still slighter. We call this style of

playing "mezzo staccato". The turn in the 39th bar in-

duces me to quote the rule, that when a turn is placed

I

after a dotted note, the three notes of the turn must be

played BEFORE the value of the dot, and that the prin-

cipal note must be repeated at the place of the dot. Singular

as this rule may appear to many, since the turn is

placed after the dot, it is accounted for very easily if

one realizes that it was formerly the custom, not as

now to set the dot which lengthens the note by one-

half immediately behind the note, but not until that place

where it belongs in conformity with the division of the

bar. Beethoven wrote: —

and from this we perceive that the turn should be played

before the third quaver :

—

However, only those dotted notes are affected by this

rule which form a fraction of a duple or quadruple note

value; on the other hand, this rule does not come into

requisition with such dotted notes as themselves form

a whole bar, or the half or third of such an one, as J

in g, I
or

I time,
r?>

in
I, I or

I time.
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A peculiar mood, which might perhaps be de-

signated as quiet resignation, prevails in the second move-
ment. A painter on hearing this would perhaps think

of a pale colour or of soft wavy lines; to another, this

or that line of a poet will be brought to mind; while,

on the other hand, many will give themselves up to

the magic of the sounds, and maintain that the little

piece puts them into a mood which neither poet nor

painter could awaken in them — and I am of their

number. But in order to awaken this mood also

in the hearer, the player must avoid any rhythmical or

dynamic sharpness in the execution of this movement.
Beethoven has, indeed, prescribed some sforzati, but it

ought never to be forgotten that the sforzato in piano,

and in an elegiac piece of moderate movement, must
be quite other than that in one of passionate movement.
How often does not Beethoven prescribe sforzati even
in the middle of a fortissimo! Moreover, the quaver of

the principal Subject

ought not to be in the least shortened by holding on
the dotted e rather too long. The trio in C major,

marked "Maggiore," appears like a mild consolation,

and whilst in the minor part there are still required

several, if only muffled, accents, this trio moves on always
piano, interrupted one single time by a slight increase

of tone. Obviously, the bar immediately preceding the

trio can only be played legato with the help of the pedal.

The last movement of this sonata is written in

Rondo form. The essential part of this form is that

the principal Subject frequently recurs, and is always
alternated with other independent Subjects. The Rondo
Subject of this movement extends up to the first double-l

bar, in the eighth bar; the first five bars are now repeated,!



and the composer then makes use of the last motive in

order to modulate to the dominant, B major. The very

scanty second Subject

%|^g=E^^fEj^ &c .

is±z±=*:

akes up only nine bars, and then yields the field again

o the first Subject. With the G major part once more
new idea makes its appearance, and leads in its turn

o the first Subject in E major; the second Subject

bllows in A major, and then, finally, the principal Sub-

ect again, in different variants. Unassuming as the

ovement is, so also should be its performance. In the

iddle part in G major, Beethoven requires single notes

o be played staccato in the middle of the legato. This

equirement is not difficult to meet, if one is careful

hat the finger in question (in this case the 4th or 5th)

strikes from a somewhat greater height than the rest

of the fingers are allowed to do. Obviously a some-

what stronger accent is also connected with it. — Are
you becoming impatient, my dear lady? Do you think

we shall never come to an end if I treat the remaining

sonatas similarly in detail? Take comfort in the as-

surance that I will not repeat myself, whilst I confidently

assume that you will ponder well at each analogous

3 place the advice and hints which I have already given you

e once. And thus I intend also to make use of this sonata

at once, in order to bring to your notice a peculiarity

of Beethoven's which has perhaps so far escaped you,

Dut which admits of being proved extremely often in

lis works. This is his mode of theme invention, of

melody formation, apparently become a principle with him,

which consists in his aiming upwards in his themes to

one topmost peak, the highest note of the theme, and
then sinking back again, but seldom introducing this
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highest note twice. The first Subject of the first move-

ment rises to the high e

.(SL.

<9- :-:

&-
-&-

&-

t
^=X

and then sinks back; in like manner the second Subject

to the g sharp,

the Subject of the Allegretto

J h 1 ;
—

j

f*=n: -&— -d-d *

V-

mounts as high as b, that of the trio up to g. Th<
Rondo Subject finds its highest point in a. —

At Glion, in French Switzerland, I stood am
gazed at the Dent du Midi. An elderly gentlemai

stepped up to me and said:

"Look here, I have come here regularly for mam
years, but I can never yet reconcile myself to the oui

lines of this mountain. One does not at all kno 1

which peak is the summit."
Then it occurred to me that these outlines fori

an analogy to those naive melodies such as childre

sing in their games and repeat everlastingly, and whi<

have been sung by you as well as me — e. g.

—a—*
^-*

>—N- *lz* £=*

Der Abt ist nicht zu Hause, er ist zu ei-nem Schmau-se



1

1

A Beethoven melody, however, always brings to

ly mind the noble outlines of a Pilatus, where it rises,

ightly falls, and rises again, until at length the one

ummit is attained. You will search for such climaxes

1 Beethoven's themes with interest and profit. But

ven as the good God has created no further moun-
uns like the Pilatus, but also many a Dent du Midi,

you will find in Beethoven also certain Subjects

) which my remark does not apply.

The second Sonata in this set, in G major, is the

more cheerful twin-sister of the preceding one.

>p. 14, No. 2. Nowhere seriousness, as in the second

movement of that one, and in the last

lovement even a certain graceful humour. About the

xecution of the first motive I have some observations

) make forthwith, which have always been esteemed

y me as a principle of execution. If a Subject begins

ith an incomplete bar (up-beat), the player has to take

le greatest care that the hearer is clear about the time-

gnature, by means of the necessary accents. He who
1 this case emphasizes, even if only slightly, any one

f the three semiquavers which form the incomplete bar

lp-beat), would lead the hearer astray. The b must

ceive the first, of course weak, accent, and the entry

f the left hand must also be very soft, because other-

rise the hearer might take the second quaver for the first.

Consequently, the dynamic signs would be as

t- )llows :
—

|/w1

A second rule of execution is this: that the player,

then a motive is, as here, repeated in a similar manner,
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should never execute it both times in exactly the same

way. Whether the second time he plays softer or louder,

depends on the performer's delicacy of perception; in

this case, I should be for a softer nuance at the repe-j

tition, which is suggested also by the circumstance that

Beethoven transfers the harmonic foundation the seconq

time into the higher, less loud, octave. In the Coda,;

which begins in the 17th bar before the close of the

first part, the notes of five quavers' duration

are each time to be sounded so loudly that they remain

audible up to the very last. On this account the bass

and middle parts must be taken very softly. — Unlike

the preceding Sonata, Beethoven has in this one turned!

the principal motive to good account very frequently]!

in the Development (over thirty times), while he lets

the second Subject be heard only in passing. The)

Period in which the left hand has the principal motive,[

while the right has to play a harmonic figure of accom-

paniment in semiquaver triplets, induces me to say tol

you that the difficulty which arises when one hand has!

to play two notes and the other a triplet at the samel

time, is best overcome by first playing the figure oil

the accompaniment alone for a long time, and onrj

then letting the other hand join in when the accomf
paniment is almost mechanically executed. One ther|

concentrates one's entire attention and energy on th(

hand not accompanying: in this case, therefore, on the

left hand. Under all circumstances, I consider it a mistakj

to want to divide the melody according to the accom
paniment. It should always be the other way aboul

supposing that the player's lack of energy really shoulj

make a mathematical division necessary. The secon
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lovement of this Sonata consists of a Subject extending

>ver twenty bars, three Variations, and a short Coda,

n the first variation, the theme lying in the middle

art is transferred, here and there, from one hand to

e other {e.g. bar 3, bars 9, 10, and n), and it must

iccordingly be carefully attended to that the theme, in

pite of it, sounds as uninterrupted as if it were played

I"

y one hand alone. In a much-used edition of the

leethoven Sonatas, the editor has felt it incumbent on
lim to notate the last variation in the following way: —

:

;

=R PF

—

vhile Beethoven wrote quite simply as follows: —

I :

j^J'J ? J'J

I consider that addition quite superfluous, for,

without mentioning that Beethoven wrote very exact-

y, and spared no pains to make known his intentions

see the complicated way the simple bass figure at the

beginning of this Sonata is written down), the notes

vhich form the theme will sound forth without further

assistance, because they are the highest, and every
ntentional bringing into prominence is bad. One
lotes the design, and is put in a bad temper. Have
you recognized in the theme of the movement the

principle of the Beethoven melody - formation again?
^ow Beethoven rises from small g to thrice-accented c,

ti md returns again to once-accented c, without introducing

:he highest note more than once?
To play the final movement, marked "Scherzo",

u! with the correct emphasis, one must be clear about it

I that the bars always belong together in pairs, and that

n(the movement (Beethoven forgive me!) ought really to
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have been written in
b

H
time. In Mozart we find an

example of the other kind. The duet "Bei MannernJ
welche Liebe fuhlen," in the Zauberfldte, originally began

with a complete bar, and the voice part with a single

quaver as up-beat,

5-3—3-
#-•-•-

-0L 3Ss
Bei Man-nern, wel-che

while it now begins with a half bar as up-beat. Because,

however, in pursuance of the original setting the close

fell on the fourth instead of on the first quaver, Mozart|

altered the barring throughout the whole piece, andj

consequently it now runs :
—

£?=§:
ft:

-?-

£==q>« t
t

&c.

Bei Man -nern, wel - che Lie - be

Undeniably, the declamation in the original was th<

more correct, and one is justified in asking why Mozar
has not had recourse to the expedient of writing thi<

number in
I
time. Beethoven has, for the rest, writter

four quaver rests at the close of the Finale, after th<

last quaver, whereby again two whole bars, with th<

incomplete bar at the beginning of the movement, ar

completed. Had Beethoven not himself had the feelim

that the movement was really in jj time, he woul
probably have wound up the movement as follows:

i
3 3
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t must therefore be played: —

*=E&
&5
:£± J ^5

T
fc ¥

S$=i=?=

iut not

nd the second Subject in the following manner:

iot, however, with an accent on the first quaver of

ach bar. It is scarcely necessary to mention, that

yhen I speak of an accent here I mean only a grace-

ill, weak one. A rather hard accent would be wanting
taste. One weak, yet always clearly audible, is

teeded throughout, to make the hearer at once clear

s to the rhythm, and that is in this case all the more
mportant, as a careless accent might quite easily make
he motive appear in duple time:

it

if

>r even

^3

Further hints I consider superfluous. He who
loes not feel that the second Subject must be played
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with other expression than the first is a hopeless case

and to this class neither you, dear friend, nor youi

little daughter belong. However — my epistle has be

come too long! So I break off. Yours, C. R.

Leipzig. Beethoven's birthday.

III.

Your question, my dear lady, respecting the forn

of the middle movement of a sonata, I had expected

and I now hasten to give you some particulars abou

it. A sonata consists of three or four separate move
ments, apart from rare exceptions (to these belong

Moscheles' "Sonate melancolique," and Hans Huber';

Sonata Op. 31, in one movement, as also Beethoven':

Sonatas in two movements, Op. 54, 78, 96, and 111)

The form of the first movement is already clear to you

and I have also already spoken about the Rondo forr

in which the last movement is often — in former times

preferably — written. These two "corner" movement
are, as you will know by experience, with few exception

of a lively character, so-called quick movements; an

in order to set against these a salutary contrast, tr

composer inserted between these two movements a slo

one — the Andante or Adagio, Largo or Larghetto. Lat(

on, yet a fourth movement was added, commonly
Minuet (from which in time developed the Scherzo), ar

was generally given a place after the slow movemer
This latter is written in the most diverse forms,

the G major Sonata, Op. 14, we found an Andante wi
variations (the nature of which will probably be cle

to you, as to nearly everyone); in other sonatas, tf

somewhat simplified form of the first sonata-movemc
is made use of; whilst in the E major Sonata, Op.
we meet with a middle movement in the compound so|

form. The nature of the compound song form is
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pnce clear as soon as one knows the simple song form,

ind on that account I will first attempt to acquaint you
with this.

As in language a period is formed out of an Ante-

:edent and a Consequent, so also in music. The
simplest construction of a musical period is compounded
)f a fore-phrase (Antecedent) extending to four bars,

ind an after-phrase (Consequent) of equal length. If

he period thus formed finishes in the same key as it

)egan, it can be, under certain circumstances, a song
:omplete in itself, and, indeed, there are a great number
}f folk-songs and even artistic songs which are of eight

)ars. Should this one period, however, not end in the

principal key, the composer is obliged to add another

period to it, perhaps also a third (which is then, com-

nonly, a somewhat modified repetition of the first); and
hus there are movements in simple song form which
:onsist of one period, as well as of two or three periods,

f to a piece thus formed is opposed another in similar

brm, in order to then re-introduce the first, and to finish

vith the same, the compound song form is the result.

\ccordingly, we recognize in the theme to the variations

vhich form the middle movement of the G major Sonata,

Dp. 14, the simple song form, while the middle move-
nent of the E major Sonata furnishes a model for the

:ompound song form. The Coda which we find here

s not in itself a necessary ingredient, but the composer
)ften feels the need of giving his movement a more
satisfactory finish as much as at the end of the first or

;econd part of a first sonata-movement. In the Minuets

ind Scherzi of the Sonatas, Op. 2, Nos. 1 and 2, Op. 7,

3p. 10, No. 3, Op. 22, Op. 26, Op. 28, for example,

Beethoven has added no Coda. Again, on the other

^iand, he has in Op. 2, No. 3, in many of his

Trios, etc. I have mentioned already that if the com-
^ 30ser writes the slow movement in the form of the

^irst sonata-movement, he modifies this, and indeed
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reduces the so-called Development to a minimum, or

even entirely omits it.

In the hope that my explanations may have been

really clear to you, I conclude, with the promise not
j

to occupy myself again in the next letter with so much
dull theory. C. R.

Leipzig, January, 1895.

IV.

It is infinitely difficult to arrange the Beethoven

Sonatas progressively, and I am prepared for some
opposition, dear friend, if I now let the three Sonatas,

Op. 10, follow, instead of the Sonatas, Op. 2. But,

after all, it must be admitted that in the latter there

are to be found some movements of such difficulty as

do not occur in Op. 10, while, on the other hand, in

the first three sonatas no single movement is replete

with such depth of feeling as the Largo in the Sonata,

Op. 10, No. 3. The construction of the first move-

ment of the first Sonata in C minor

Op. 10, No. 1. gives occasion for some remarks, because

it is richer in independent motives than

is otherwise usually the case. For in the Development
an entirely new idea enters with the 13th bar, which

even preferably provides the material for the working
out; and even the modulating passage in the first part,

running thus: —

-0- +-?+-

*F^ £ 1—I-

1*.
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bears a more melodious character than commonly. That

the bar indicated by a bracket
|

—
| is made use of six

times during the pedal-point on B? (bars 49-56) shows
once more how logically Beethoven has developed his

ideas, how one always results from the other, and

how mere arbitrariness scarcely ever prevails. The
principal motive

gives occasion for the remark that one must always,

in such cases, so conceive of the grouping as I have

indicated by brackets, but not thus: —

to which, it is true, the notation might mislead one.

That, for all that, the strictest legato should be ob-

served, I mention in order to obviate any misunder-

standing. The turn in the sixth bar of the second
Subject

&±
f:

v

can be interpreted in various ways, and executed ac-

cordingly. While in the Stuttgart Edition the follow-

ing mode of performance is taught: —

3=**=^ ^*i

2*
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Ludwig Klee, in his excellent work, "Die Ornamentik

der Clavier-Musik" (which in other respects I cannot

sufficiently recommend to you), on page 16 prescribes

its execution in the following way: —

I myself incline entirely towards the latter reading and

execution (as is als^> proved by my Edition of Beet-

hoven's Sonatas, which appeared already many years

ago), only with the difference that I never would per-

form, and accordingly prescribe, the ornament in quite

strict time— in triplets, semiquavers, etc. In this case

I would, therefore, if I might not make use of small

notes

rather write in the following manner:

and indicate by the addition of dynamic signs that the

B;; which follows the turn is to be taken very softly.
" Tant de bruit pour une omelette?" ("Much ado about
nothing?") Oh no! it is not too much ado; and with-

out mentioning that in itself an omelette is not by
any means to be despised, there is in a work of art

like a Beethoven Sonata, scarcely anything which one
dare consider and treat as trifling and unimportant.
But ornamentation plays a large role in the classics,

and one should devote to it searching study. In th(
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29th bar of the second part is to be found once more
a turn on the execution of which opinions differ.

Klee gives the generally-known rule: "If the sign

is over a note, the turn begins with the upper auxili-

ary", thus: —

The Stuttgart Edition prescribes the following:-

*=rE&=*=
i

and by this supposes that Beethoven wrongly placed

the turn over the note, and that he really should have
written it after the last crotchet (ep). Take your choice,

my dear lady! In my Edition you will find the first

reading.

The Adagio of this Sonata has the form of a

first sonata-movement, only with the qualification that

any Development is excluded. In the sixth bar of the

Subject is an arpeggio sign \, and I make use of the

opportunity to warn you against the too broad separa-

tion of the notes from the lowest bass note to the

highest treble one. The melody runs: —

and therefore the a|? must sound in the closest con-

nection with the preceding d)p; this would, however,
be prevented by a slow arpeggio upwards from the
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bass. In general, the arpeggio sign signifies that the

chord should not be struck quite together, which in

this case would, of course, sound hard. Should bar

21, and the still more awkward parallel passage later

on not be a complete success, I would not only allow,

but even recommend, a division between the two

hands. In a Study one may not allow oneself any

lightening of a difficulty; but a Beethoven Sonata is

no mere Study, and especially if one plays it before

people, it matters little with what fingering a difficult

passage is played, but only whether the difficulty is,

upon the whole, mastered. On the execution of the

turns I will not express myself further, for I have

promised you not to repeat myself. It seems to me
also superfluous, almost insulting, to specially direct

your attention to the wonderful fervour ("Innigkeit")

of the movement.
The last movement gives small occasion for special

remark. For me personally it has, it is true, a very

special significance, for it once brought me in the most
unpleasant box on the ears in my life! That happened
as follows: I played the sonata at my father's out of

a manuscript copy, which, in our straitened means in

those days, was tendered, because at that time one

sonata cost not much less than nowadays a whole
volume. In the nth bar of the second part, the bass

clef had been forgotten in the upper staff, and I played

quite confidently

:*,gEEEEj^ ^=atZMZ=±z:±z=±

-•—

r

#-mm
which had sounded to me not at all bad — even quite

original! However, scarcely had I put my foot in i}
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with this unlucky misprint, when down came the box
on the ears upon my devoted head. And thus it

jcomes about that still nowadays I cannot hear this

(movement without a certain tragic mood taking pos-

session of me. Forgive this relation of a personal

experience that has, to be sure, nothing at all to do
with the character of a Beethoven Sonata.

For the simultaneous playing of the quaver triplets

and semiquavers in the 35th and 36th bars, what I

said a propos of the G major Sonata, Op. 14, No 2,

applies. The execution here, where Beethoven pre-

scribes prestissimo, is, as regards the division, still

easier than in that Sonata. At the beginning of the

second part the figure in the left hand is difficult for

small hands. Performing it in the following manner

R. H.

will make it essentially easier.

In the 17th bar before the end of the sonata, the

accent must fall on the first note of the ornament, not

on the g? f
thus: —

It is a rule that the time occupied by an ornament may
only be taken from that note to which the ornament
belongs— in this case, therefore, only from the (jy, not

the c; consequently the f must be struck exactly with

the beginning of the new bar. I sign myself, however,
without any ornament as Yours, C. R.

Leipzig, Feb. 4, 1895.
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V.

My dear Lady, —We shall be able to pass somewhat
quickly over the Sonata in F major

Op. 10, No. 2. which follows, for it presents no diffi-

culties of importance either as regards

technical execution, or with respect to its comprehen-

sion. I only give the good advice to adhere strictly

to all the composer's indications as to dynamics,

rhythm, etc., down to the veriest trifles; the result of

which is sounder than if I were to talk foolishly to

you about the "green fir-tree" Allegro, about "cloud

shadows" and "glimpses of sunshine" in the Allegretto.

about "chuckling goblins" or such-like that pursue

their own way in the Presto. 1 was once witness

how a conductor found fault with his, apart from this

very miserable, orchestra, on account of the execution

of a passage in a symphony, and sought to direct the

musicians in the right way, by instructing them that

the passage in question must sound "ganz schwefel-

gelb" ("quite sulphur-yellow"). By this means he in-

deed got the good people, and bad musicians, to play

now for the first time quite like a "Schwefelbande"

("set of rascals"), but the passage itself did not sound
"schwefelgelb" ("sulphur-yellow")! Had he told them
simply what they ought to do in order to produce

the effect desired by him — be it that he had wanted
a stronger accent, a sul yonticello of the violins, or

anything else — he would thus have attained something.

With his metaphor he gained precisely nothing.

As regards the Development in the first move-
ment, a similar observation has to be made as about

the Sonata in E major, Op. 14; the first ten bars

refer to the last two bars of the first part, and so do
the last (about) twenty bars before the D major part.

What lies between, however, is difficult to trace backl

in any way to a motive of the first part. At all!
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vents, the pianist must play the three quavers, in

lemselves so insignificant looking,

9jf=*-3-E-^9
~-

;

rith the . consciousness that they have a significance

s motive.

The shake in the second part of the Allegretto,

1 the bar before the first pause, has to begin with

le principal note — that is, with /'—as also the shake

n c later on, which, by the way, cannot consist of

lore than five notes (c, d>> , e, b$
t

c), for the short

uration of the crotchet makes a longer shake im-

ossible.

In my opinion, the D major Sonata which now
follows is the most important of the

>p. io, No. 3. three which form the 10th Opus. In

the first movement, in spite of all

onomy, a great wealth of ideas exists. At the side

f the principal motive enter both the subsidiary

lemes — that in B minor as well as that in A major

-

3 independent Subjects. It is wonderful how Beet-

oven has used up the first four notes of the descend-

Ig scale of D major! Immediately after the first

ause they are employed uninterruptedly for the com-
letion of the first period (this time of ten bars), and
1 A major, from the 66th bar on, we find the motive
lade use of more than twenty times uninterruptedly,

nd when Beethoven finally proceeds downwards by
3nsecutive degrees from twice-accented e? to contra-A,
re must confess that a diatonic scale as written by
eethoven is something very different from those

hich, say, Czerny wrote. Schumann asserted this,

Dmewhere, of the chromatic scale, and referred at

le same time to Beethoven's E? major Concerto. To
le, however, the above-mentioned passage appears
till more striking, for in the E? major Concerto the
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chromatic scale appears only as counterpoint again

the principal motive, but here the scale formed out

the first four notes of the Subject, is the essenti;

How Beethoven has in other respects "worked it ou
thematically, I leave to your sharp eyes and ears

discover. I will only call your attention to the au

mentation of the motive in the bass, which Beethov<

introduces four times in the last eleven bars.

*
—i—i—i-

-•—I— •-
t—n—

-«

—

ji-

I see you smile, and imagine the question hove

ing on your lips, Whether it is not dangerous
infer such allusions — whether the like are not pure

accidental?

I might boldly assert No! To the master, nothi

in his work is a trifle, and he has so fully accustom
himself to designing logically and letting the resi

follow organically, like the plant sprouts from
seed, that mere accident hardly enters his head.

Respecting the motive,

I have yet to mention that it was written in the o

editions as follows: —
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nd that the Stuttgart Edition accordingly requires this

tode of performance: —

V^hen I at one time edited Beethoven's pianoforte

orks for the Breitkopf & Haertel complete edition,

was very unfortunate about this, in that all the older

ditions submitted to me for comparison showed the

tort appoggiatura, while this was quite uncongenial

me, and I had from the beginning always treated

ie d as a long appoggiatura. As a conscientious

ditor, however, I dared not urge my own individual

onception. But how glad I was when the well-known

lvestigator, Gustav Nottebohm, later on communicated
ow he had found out a manuscript copy from Beet-

oven's possession, in which the latter had corrected

i the long appoggiatura wherever this motive appears!

^his same Stuttgart Edition adds a crescendo at the

eginning, before the pause on a. I prefer a con-

nued piano, and sudden sforzato. Why should Beet-

oven have forgotten the crescendo at this place and
iter on at the return of the same passage in the

econd part, while he expressly prescribes it a few
ars later, before the pause on /jj?

One pauses before the Largo e mesto now foliow-

ng, with awe, and almost hesitates to waste words
bout it. Again I can only exhort : — Every direction

•f Beethoven, even the smallest, is to be observed,

nd nothing need then be added in order to produce
profound effect. The opinion expressed in the

Stuttgart Edition, that the c on the 3rd and 6th quav-
rs of the 6th bar after the double -bar doubtless

>riginated with Beethoven himself, is proved by Notte-

>ohm's investigations to be also erroneous. Beethoven
vrote: —
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but not ^m?
This likewise applies, naturally, to the analogous pa

sage appearing two bars later with the d.

I should like still to point out to you the rel

tionship between the first motive and the wonderf

piece from the music to Egmont, "Clarchen's Tod b

zeichnend" ("expressive of Clarchen's death"): —

Largo.

Clarchen's
Deatb.

9
?-=*=t

-pr*—+-£-+

S=3
The Minuet scarcely gives occasion for any sp

cial remarks; the passage where the Subject ente

combined with the shake on a, .must certainly 1

practised. Those who cannot stretch sufficiently mi

play the /* e with the thumb of the left hand, and
yet smaller hand may do this with judicious use

the pedal. With a motive that sounds like a questi(

begins the Rondo, even as the first Allegro beg)

with a question. It is wonderful how Beethoven turl

to account these three notes, which appear in

course of the movement, probably a hundred timj

in their original form and in the most varying tra^

formations. It will give you pleasure to trace

every entry of this motive, and obviously the e\

cution of the piece will be so much the more perfe

the clearer the performer is about each combinatic

only he must take care to purposely make the mot|

prominent each time, in a kind of instructive way!
only one is oneself conscious of what one is playij

the piece will then become clear also to the heai
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lat Beethoven's chromatic scale is quite another

ing from that which Herz wrote , Schumann has
;

th accurate perception, asserted, as I have already

mtioned. He could have cited also, as example and
oof, the 1 8th bar of this movement. The second

ibject begins in the 17th bar, and contains a chro-

itic motive from which the chromatic scale results,

lich also occurs again later on, and thus enters also,

ly motived ("motivirt"), in the final Coda. — With
idest regards, yours, C. R.

Leipzig, March, 1895.

VI.

My time is at present less taken up than formerly,

so you must put up with it if I now
). 2, No. 1. become fonder again of scribbling. Pre-

pare yourself for a long epistle! Of

\
three Sonatas dedicated to Haydn, Op. 2, the first

by far the shortest; by its intellectual tenor, however,

points perhaps more to the future Beethoven than

i two following do. The first Subject reminds one
voluntarily of the Finale of the G minor Symphony
Mozart.

Mozart.

eethoven.

Altogether, this theme of Mozart's seems to have
;i\^de an unusual impression on Beethoven, for we
rn through Wasielewski, in his estimable biography
Beethoven, that the latter consciously formed the

bject of the third movement of the C minor Sym-
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phony out of this theme. That is to say, both thei

are to be found in one of his sketch-books, as nc

down in Beethoven's hand,

other: —

Mozart.

one close against

*a *•

E :?
^ ¥

Beethoven. ^ i^r—y-
Vzydki

3=

This by the way. I find this fact, however, so

teresting that I cannot refrain from informing

of it. —
In all the fingered editions of Beethoven's Son;

known to me, I find in the 21st and 22nd bars

following fingering, which, it is true, is the simp

and most obvious :
—

!

9teEBE£fcE*E E?EE5

This, however, presents the difficulty that in the

scribed fast tempo, the thumb of the left hand h;

glide very quickly from the e? to the dp. I ob|

the evil by prescribing the following: —

iJf-^BEggEgEcE^
z: 2.

1
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; you will find also in my Edition. The manner and

ethod by which Beethoven turns the earlier motives

> good account in the Development, is so lucid and
ear that it would be foolish of me to venture on an

lalysis. It will remain an open question whether, in

e 14th bar of the second part, the penultimate quaver

lould be dp or d. The last half-bar decidedly points

C minor already, and if one would divest the 13th

id 14th bars of ornament, the following very natural

irmony would result: —

ut it is not impossible that Beethoven intended dy

5 a suspension of c. Certainly, at the time when
wrote these Sonatas he only rarely called for such

arshnesses. In any case it seems to me hazardous

> peremptorily affirm that d\> should be recognized

5 the correct reading. If Beethoven forgot already

vo bars later the
|j|

before cl, as has been proved,

hy may he not have forgotten it here also?

The theme of the Adagio is borrowed from the

Quartet in C major (for pianoforte, violin, viola, and
ioloncello), composed in 1785, and is there written

1 the following manner: —

sotto voce

i ii^
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There do not occur many similar cases with Beel

hoven, of the employment of one and the same idel

several times. The most striking example will alwaJ
be the fourfold use of the Finale Subject from tH
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oica, which also forms the Subject of the pianoforte

iriations, Op. 35; again appears, in the Ballet music,

|)ie Geschopfe des Prometheus", and finally as inde-

jndent Contre-danse.

It is interesting to observe in this movement,
th what a wealth of variants Beethoven provides

h repetition of an idea formerly appearing in the

plest setting. In the 24th bar occurs an ornament

[Ktirely similar to that in the slow movement of the

nflninor Sonata, Op. 10, and I may remind you once

re of the rule formulated at the end of my letter

cerning it. It is true, this conflicts with my pro-

se, given earlier, not to repeat myself, but I have

perienced so extremely often that this rule was not

own, not understood or laid to heart, that as Cato

ver forgot his "ceterum censeo,
,,

so I also would
ain enjoin this rule at every opportunity.

In the following movement, the sequence of chords

the Sixth, occurring in the Trio, requires extended

actice. I take the liberty of drawing your attention

the fingering in my edition, for I have not found

in a single other. In the Finale, the piano and
te or fortissimo passages, pressing closely on one
other, must be strongly contrasted. It is worthy
remark that Beethoven closes the first part in the

)minant minor, not— as mostly happens, and also

the first movement of this Sonata— in the relative

,Jjor key.

The Sonata in A major which follows has a far

more lively character, about which it

'J>. 2, No. 2. will strike you that Beethoven intro-

A major. duces the second Subject, not in E major,

but in E minor. The following passage
a rock on which young pianists almost always

ffer shipwreck: —
>ee

at
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and thus it appears comprehensible how in all editio

the following facilitation is recommended: —

3efcfc
^ -^ ^

but it is entirely incomprehensible to me that the sai

figure ascending has been provided with quite t

same fingering, although the left hand has now
take the last semiquaver, in order to essentially fa

litate the passage: —

& f*
9-# ^

A difference of opinion exists with respect to

minim e in the 14th bar before the sign for repj

The Steingraber edition roundly asserts that thil

was not derived from the author, and that just in

case an alteration in conformity with the analog
passage (in the 14th bar before the end of the mc
ment) is not admissible. If I, personally, cannot a{

with this view, I willingly grant that habit is

powerful, and that one parts unwillingly from \|

one has never known or played otherwise. F01
ately, the matter is this time of no importance, an|

Beethoven later on wrote,
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P|£
-&-

•&
-&—T-
t~-

^

lis ghost will not be angry with us if we play at the

lose of the first part likewise,

wonder if the passage appearing shortly before —

tfii^

las not possibly had an influence on the invention of

hat melodic phrase in minims? I have indicated by
Tosses the relation of the two phrases to one another,

^ow, if you call me a sophist, I will not be angry
vith you!

In the Development part of this movement, there

s probably scarcely a note to be found that has not
>een evolved from the motives of the first part. I

:annot sufficiently impress upon you to always keep
rour pupils to the analysis of the Development, which
lot only forms the power of musical comprehension,
>ut also exercises the most salutary influence on the

execution. In the nth bar of the Largo, the last

wo quavers of the middle voice present a difficulty

o the simultaneous shake on g$, and the middle voice
vill never be fully legato if the following fingering is

lot made use of;—
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tr

•&5=* 3=&i±*

r
^ P—»—P^

fT^F
J r

In the Scherzo , many a left hand stumbles ov
the figure at the beginning of the second part. I ha^

always found that the passage is essentially facilitat

if one takes the first and the last note of the sen

quaver group with different fingers, thus :
—

either
IL *

.

3 1 4
#

tfvti 5 m r m '

1

r-rfc* 1 p_-/ ^g

or 2 1
4
3

In the Rondo Subject the pedal must help,

order that the two notes,

may be played legato as the composer requires.

more essential is it, however, that the g$ does
receive the slightest accent.

To pass on to the Sonata in C major. You
be interested to learn that the sec<

principal motive of the first Allegn
likewise borrowed from the above-nai

pianoforte Quartet in C major.

theme in question is written in the Quartet as

lows :
—

Op. 2, No. 3,

C major.
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c\r
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I

SN3 -#

hence results a tolerably exact accordance with the

imilar passage in the Sonata. The turns in the 45th

nd 46th bars of this movement acquire different signi-

cations. It is, upon the whole, scarcely to be sup-

osed that Beethoven desired the execution, as it would
e in accordance with custom,m 1—1-

•H—I
1 1 J- m

nd, accordingly, many decide for the following read-

(a) 3 3

iW 1*"*—

*

thers for this: —

(b)

Na^

p J ifJJ J J J i

^s in the quick femjpo of the movement (Allegro con

rio) the time could scarcely suffice for the neat per-

Drmance of the reading (b), I should myself decide

n favour of the reading (a). The short shake in
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the Coda can only be performed in the following

way: —

ii^s
and I strongly recommend that the last note of thi

turn be taken with the same finger with which th

shake is begun. If this shake remained ever wantinj

in clearness with other fingering, my appoggiatur;

always proves serviceable. Also in the Developmen
of this Sonata, we meet with an Episode of twelv

bars which is quite independent, and exhibits no cor

nection with the principal motives. After the peda]

point on g, extending to ten bars, the principal motiv
in C major re-appears, and ends with the eighth bai

and now the bass imitates the last two bars of th

melody, which ought not to be overlooked by th

player. The cadenza towards the close of the move
ment gives me the opportunity for the advice that yo

never allow this sort to be played at a uniform pac

Cadenzas of this kind are mostly worked out froi

one figure, and sound like a bit of a Czerny Stu<

in the middle of a Beethoven Sonata if one reel

them off at uniform pace and tone. A quiet beginninj

with slight tone, an increase of speed and tone up
the climax, and nuances to correspond, are alwaj

very necessary in such cases. Some editions recoi

mend, for the third and second bars before the ei

a descent of the hand as far as Contra-C. To me
is not congenial to suddenly hear these heavy Contj
notes in the unassuming pianoforte style which Bel

hoven cultivates in these Sonatas, just as it oftf

affects my ear strangely if the right hand goes
far in making analogous passages uniform. It is e\J

liked now-a-da3rs to carry the trumpets farther at certf

passages in the Beethoven Symphonies than the c<

poser has done, and the reason given for this procel
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g is that the instruments in use at that time did

ot permit of such an employment, which otherwise

eethoven himself would not have allowed to escape

im. But it is forgotten, according to my experience,

at a colouring is immediately given to the passages

question which, moreover, is quite unknown in the

urely orchestral works of Beethoven.

In the Adagio which follows, let the tempo be at

mce taken so quickly that an accelerando is not neces-

sary at the entry of the E minor part. Beethoven knew
is well as we do what has to be prescribed when a

:hange of tempo is wished for. In the ninth bar be-

bre the end the turns might be performed in the

bllowing manner: —
;

apfTr=C-L£^ggg

The Scherzo ought not to be begun so fast that

a (rather necessary) slackening for the Trio is allowed

to become in any way striking. Care should also be

taken that the first three quavers of the Scherzo do
not sound like a triplet. In the final movement there

is again one of those rocks which, even in Beet-

hoven's less difficult works, are the terror of the

player. I need not indicate this passage, for your
dear pupil will discover the rock soon enough. Success
to its courageous circumnavigation ! — Yours ever,

C. R.
April, 1895.

VII.

We must soon come to the end, dear friend,

and therefore you must wade through a double letter

this time!
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The Sonata in E? major, Op. 7, breathes un-

mixed cheerfulness; grace and charm

Op. 7, E\> major, are its principal attributes, and even

in the short minor episode of the third

and fourth movements the mood experiences no real

gloom. The passing shakes occurring in the first

Allegro must, as always, be played with the accent

on the first note; in the rather quick tempo of this

movement they will sound almost like semiquaver

triplets.

Should you, for the rest, be doubtful about the correct-

ness of the above rule, with respect to the passing

shake, I may remind you of the passage in Haydn's
Creation,

§
>- ^—5£ t

calls the ten-der dove his mate

which would be quite inconceivable in the following

mode of performance: —

ft

:!st=t:
&c.

calls the ten - der

But why should the execution be different in instru

mental works from what it is in vocal?

The rests in the Largo Subject ought not to b<

in the least curtailed. Have you not often already

been conscious what wonderfully beautiful rests Beet

hoven has composed? In this point also, as in s^
many others, he has taken his place as Haydn's heii
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"o be sure, in Haydn the rests have mostly a

umorous, in Beethoven a serious, even tragic, effect,

mention only the Coriolanus overture, the Funeral

larch from the Eroica, etc. The turns in the ioth

nd 1 2th bars of the Largo can, obviously, only be

xecuted by quitting the notes of the chord as soon

s the turn begins:

he correct use of the pedal will prevent the hearer

lissing the notes quitted. The execution of the turn

i the penultimate bar is as follows :
—

may still mention that neither the first nor the third

nd fourth movement ought to be begun too fast, in

rder that in the later Periods in considerably quicker

otes, no perceptible change of tempo may result. In

le "Minore" of the third movement, the melody lies

vith the thumb of the right hand, and I conceive of

somewhat in the following manner: —
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but not :
—

if 5
&c.

# # 3?

In the

Op. 13, C minor.

Sonate pathet-

ique.

Slightly accenting the melody notes, as I have indi-

cated them above
,
joined with a judicious use of the

pedal, will attain the object and produce an original

and beautiful effect.

'Sonate pathetique" which now follows!

we once more meet with a Sonata!

in the minor. It is characteristic ofl

the great classical writers that the)i

strikingly favour the major. Among)
the thirty-eight Sonatas which BeetJ

hoven has written for the pianoforte alone (including^

those written in his boyhood), twenty-six are in major/
ten in minor. Of his Symphonies, two are written!

in a minor key, seven in a major key; of his String:

Quartets, twelve are in major and five in minor. In:

the whole of Mozart's Figaro only one single number
(the 35-bar Cavatina of the unfortunate little needle
is exclusively in minor; besides this, only the be
ginning of the duet, "Crudel! perche flnora," and the

Fandango in the Finale of the third Act. Indeed, ever
in Don Giovanni only two independent numbers an
in minor.

The "Sonate pathetique" is the only one of Beet
hoven's to which he himself has given a title, whil
he neither named the Sonata, Op. 28, "Pastorale,
nor the Sonata, Op. 57, "Appassionata." Even hen
the adjective "pathetique," strictly speaking, only suit

the first movement, and especially the Introductio
in some ways, perhaps, the Adagio; but the Ron
not at all. As in many other Sonatas, so also
this one, Beethoven introduces the second Subject
minor, but ends the first part in (E» major. It mu
not be overlooked that in the Development, also, Be
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oven turns to good account the motive from the

itroduction,

rythmically transformed into

1
:̂pt=ifcl

that the

speed

last thirteen

the lastover

v

—

r
n the principal Subject of the "Allegro di molto e

on brio/' the minims provided with staccato dots are

.gain to be essentially distinguished from the crotchets

vith dots. It is surprising that at the 41st bar of

he Allegro most players put the right hand over the

eft
;
and then describe a curious arc with that in order

o reach small Vp, which, notwithstanding, can be most
:onveniently laid hold of if one puts the left hand
mder the hollow of the right. In the fourth bar of

he Introduction, I recommend
iotes be brought in uniform

quaver-value. It is remarkable how much Beethoven
places the minor key in the foreground in this move-
ment; only one short Episode enters in E^> major.

Up to now I have forborne to draw your attention

afresh to Beethoven's art in building up his themes
and entire movements wonderfully scientifically ("archi-

tektonisch"); but in face of the Adagio of this Sonata,

I cannot refrain from again recalling it. In the Sub-
rf ject, the highest point, b\>, on the fourth quaver of

the third bar, catches the eye at once; but now please

to follow me on a further excursion through the

movement. In the nth bar, twice-accented b\> is by
this time the highest note; in the 18th bar, thrice-

accented c; finally, in the 69th bar, thrice-accented f;

this is the summit, and now it sinks down again, in

the last four bars, to small dp. Thus, in this move-

d

e
(
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ment, the highest note only appears once, and that

near the end, as a last climax. It is worthy of|

remark that the opening notes of the Rondo,

coincide with the second Subject of the first move-

ment.

m2- :t:
£

Otherwise, the last movement has but little kinship

with the character of the first; scarcely anything

"pathetic" is to be traced in it. For the rest, it was
this Sonata which was the first of all Beethoven's to

attain great popularity. If one considers how sus-

ceptible the public is even for empty pathos, one can]

understand that the genuine pathos of the first move-!

ment, and the wonderful poetry of the slow movement,
11threw everybody into raptures, and must have draw

their attention to the youthful hero.

With the Sonata Op. 22, Beethoven again return

to the sunny cheerfulness whic

Op. 22, B
:

? major, smiled on us from the earlier So
natas (for instance, Op. 2, Nos.

and 3, Op. 7, etc.). He himself writes to the publisher

when forwarding the manuscript: — "Diese Sonate hat

sich gewaschen, liebster Herr Bruder!" ("This Sonata

is capital, dearest confrere!") The employment in th

Development of the four bars of the Coda, which are

composed exclusively out of the F major scale, i

interesting. Further, I might still draw your attentio

to the passage,

^If^NJJ^fe
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If that fingering is taken which lies nearest, and
therefore, the most usual, as indicated above the

otes, the passage demands unusual strength in the

)urth and fifth fingers; while the fingering below makes
considerably easier. If one looks upon the Beet-

oven Sonatas as material for finger-exercises, one
lay require of pupils the upper fingering. But for

lis purpose I would rather make use of Clementi's

!tude from the "Gradus ad Parnassum," which treats

uite the same motive.

;:

Besides this, I should like to recommend to you
fingering for some bars in the short Development

Jeriod of the Rondo, since I do not know whether
rou use my Edition. I have not found it in any
ther.

Obviously, the same fingering is available also for the

Analogous passage following.
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The Sonata Op. 26, again belongs to the most

popular, and the Funeral March

Op. 26, A? major, therein contained, especially, has

become known to all classes of the]

people. With respect to the varia-j

tions which— an exception — form the first movement^
I may mention, first of all, that I can myself as little-

agree with the changes of tempo arbitrarily prescribed;

in nearly all Editions, of which the original Edition]

contains no trace, as with the customary pauses aften

the Theme and after each variation. As concerns the)

changes of tempo, first of all, we find them prescribed!

often enough in Beethoven's Variations, whether the}

variations form an independent whole, or whether they

appear as part of a whole. In support of my assertion^

I call attention to the Variations, Op. 34, in whichi

Beethoven six times prescribes a change of tempo;

to the 33 Variations, Op. 120, in which nearly every]

variation is marked with a different tempo; to the<

variations with violoncello, on a theme from Judas

Maccabeus ; and to his Op. 66, in which three changes
of tempo occur. In the Trio Variations, Op. 44, are

five different tempo indications. In the variations on
the Duet from the Zauberfldte, at Variation 5, one en-

counters even the express direction, "Si prende I

tempo un poco piu vivace"; while in the remainder,

change of tempo is prescribed three times. Apart from
all the cases named, in nearly all pieces in variatioi

form the last variation is found marked with a specia
tempo. I refer for yet further confirmation of m}
assertion (that Beethoven has never omitted to ex
pressly indicate a desired change of tempo), to th(

variations which are to be found, as part of a whoL
in the Sonata, Op. 109, and in the Trios, Op. 1

No. 3, and Op. 97. Why should we now suppos
that Beethoven has neglected to indicate the tempi ii

the present case, while it is probable that he desire!

just these variations, which are to supply the place d
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rst movement, strictly in uniform tempo? And be-

se perceptible pauses between the theme and the

nations, among themselves, likewise disturb the

iformity, I cannot admit these pauses. I could well

duce, in favour of my view, how Beethoven has

"itten the final movement (in variation form) of the

olin Sonata, Op. 96, in such a manner that the

aiding of the separate variations from one another

Duld be an outrageous thing. I could adduce still

IDre
examples, but I am afraid of boring you, and

bo believe that I have not merely asserted, but

.ve sought to get out of Beethoven himself what he

anted. Therefore, let the variations be played without

rceptible pauses, and without perceptible changes of

npo. Certainly the theme ought not to be taken too

ow; the tempo indications ^=72 or 76 (as added in

me Editions), which then bring the accelerandos up to

=96, enjoin, in my opinion, too slow a tempo. Let the

cond and the last variation act as standard ofmeasure-

ent for the theme and the remaining variations. That,

>r all that, I do not mean this movement to be played

cording to the vibrations of the pendulum, scarcely

eeds mention. Every intelligent player will let a

ight modification enter here and there, and a not

uite immediate succession of the fifth to the fourth

ariation will meet everyone's feeling. On this account

specially warned only against "perceptible" changes
' tempo and "perceptible" pauses, of which one per-

iives the design. I also warn against conceiving of

le second variation in any way in a bravura style,

rhich is not at all appropriate.

The Scherzo, as well as the Finale, presents many
echnical difficulties, while the Funeral March only

i equires extraordinary carefulness in the nuances, ful-

iijiess of tone (even in piano), and a subtle working-out
einf such contrasts as from the pp of the 16th bar to

he fortissimo of the 19th. It was interesting to me
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to find in one of Beethoven's sketch-books the follow

ing rough draft of the middle movement in A> majoi

which I must write out for you, indeed, from memor}
but for the correctness of which in the main I believ

I can answer.

terS3 #=# £ sh=^
£- -*- ~V^ -9- #

h ^S
§»§: ^:

a=*
*—&

3=3=^

?fr
fa* ^fe|fe

M
9^ rS-

J1 **-« # h~ *
q=s^ *-?

W-P- i^£^=2: -•
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i^
^f

proof how Beethoven was so often not satisfied

ith his first inspirations, and how, on the other hand,

was able to evolve something important out of the

nplest, frequently almost naive, ideas.

There now follow the two Sonatas, Op. 27, named by

^T Beethoven ''Sonata quasi una Fantasia."
p 27 IN o 1 .

c\ ' By this is sufficiently indicated that they
1}} maior .7 J deviate from the usual Sonata form. But
th contain two movements (the movement substituted

r the Scherzo, and the Finale), which are written

rictly in the established form. The form of the first

ovement of No. 1 is so lucid and clear, that I should

msider it rather an affront to you were I to enlarge

)on it. On the other hand, I venture to call your
>ecial attention to how the entire Andante is so con-

antly provided with the signs pp and p that one can-

Dt take too much pains for the most delicate treatment

the movement, and accordingly one should never
ad the crescendi up to a real forte, nor take the sfor-

iti harshly and sharply.* Also the Allegro molto e

vace must be played without an accent in the piano

issages; it should, apart from the forte passages, slip

1st in a shadowy fashion. In the Stuttgart Edition

e meet with the very correct observation that the

Jvo-bar rhythm in this movement does not have its

* Herr von Elterlein calls this movement simply "an un-

iccessful attempt."

4
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accent in bars one
;
three, five, etc., but in bars tw

four, six, etc.; so that the first bar forms, so to spea

an up-beat, and in £ time would read:-

This accent, however, ought obviously to be a vei

slight one. (This is, therefore, a similar case to tl

Finale of the Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2). I must st

mention about this, that the last of the three not

placed under one slur ought not to be purposely shoi

ened, as if the last note were a quaver, or a en
chet marked with a staccato dot: —

In respect of the last two movements, I mention i

thing further than that the cadenza at the close of the

Adagio ought not to be played fast; above all, not

gun precipitately. In an Adagio a cadenza should

be played as quickly as in an Allegro; more than t

Beethoven has also written it only in semiquavers

The Ctt minor Sonata which now follows is far m<

p. ^ widely known than its sister. It is ca"

of minor-

2
' the "Moonlight Sonata." I should

* to know what the last two movemej
have to do with moonlight!* However, that is quit

matter of indifference; the Sonata is simply a won
fully poetical masterpiece, and it would be as foo

* I played this Sonata once at a Court. After finishing it,

Queen stepped up to me, and asked me now to play also

''Moonlight Sonata." Naturally, there remained nothing for me
to tell the illustrious lady that the piece just performed had
the "Moonlight Sonata", but that the last two movements cert

in no way justified this nickname.
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superfluous did I wish to foist upon it a poetical

rogramme, which it truly is in no need of. About the

xecution of the first movement, Beethoven himself says

11 that there is to say, in the words: "Si deve suonare

itto questo pezzo delicatissimamente e senza sordini,"

nd I only add to this that the use of the pedal which

>eethoven prescribes by the words "senza sordini" must
e a judicious one, inasmuch as one must let down the

ampers at every change of harmony. It is very im-

ortant to lift the fingers which have to play the triplet ac-

ompaniment very carefully, immediately after the keys

re struck, and especially not to let the thumb remain

own. If this be not neglected, and if a not too drag-

ing tempo be taken, the melody will detach itself

wonderfully from the rest. In choosing the tempo, you
ught not to look upon the figure of the accompani-

lent as standard, but exclusively the melody, which,

with a too slow tempo, may easily become unintelligible,

he performance by Liszt of this movement, and of the

Ulegretto which follows, is to me never to be for-

otten, although nearly sixty years lie between. You
an guage from this how great the impression was,

lthough (or perhaps exactly because) the rendering was
o thoroughly plain and genuine. Just as Beethoven
as shunned writing between the Adagio, with its

epth of feeling, and the Presto raging along in stormy
assion, a Scherzo, but rather a plain tuneful move-
nent which forms a golden bridge from the first to

he last movement, so also did Liszt avoid, in the exe-

:ution, everything that Could sound Scherzo-like. He
played the movement like a dialogue which begins

with a question, avoiding any sharp accent. A highly-

lifted performance certainly does not allow of being

satisfactorily explained and described , but you will

understand me.f

a

t Herr von Elterlein is of opinion that this movement is no-

thing more than a Minuet (!) in Mozart's style.

4



In the Finale it ought not to be overlooked tlu

the sforzati in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th ban

are placed in the middle of a piano, and that the lattt

must, therefore, always re-enter with the last quave:

The shake in the 16th bar after the first pause has t

begin with the principal note, and if the Finale t

taken at the correct tempo, it cannot embrace more tha

five notes: —

The small notes in the 5th and 4th bars before th

close of the first part, and the analogous chords towarc

the end of the entire movement, must be played as

Beethoven had prescribed arpeggio chords.

The shake in the 14th bar before the close of

movement must be played without a concluding tur

and the little cadenza must be played quietly, for

ushers in the two bars marked "Adagio." The
denza consists of the so-called harmonic minor sea'

with the notes of the chord of the diminished seven

scattered between, and, in my opinion, one will b<

do justice to both factors if one conceives of the

vision in the following manner: —

fete £ft^
^-4: ?• ^&r*—

:

^
*—**

+-wr.
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inally, it should not be overlooked that Beethoven

s, in this Sonata, waived all polyphony; it stands,

obably, quite alone in this respect.

The Sonata inD major, Op. 28,which now follows, has

n ft
been given the nickname "Pastorale," with

.p^' *\ ' neither more nor less right than similar

uv> , 1 \> designations were conferred on some other

sonatas. In any case, there dwells within

lis sonata a mood so quiet, so tender, so passionless,

3 in scarcely any other. In the first part of the

llegro only single bars occur marked forte, and further,

so, Beethoven always returns quickly to piano and
anissimo. It seems to me to suit this peculiar cha-

icter of the whole movement if one does not mark
le rhythm in the 28th bar too sharply, and if one
oes not insist upon playing to the first crotchet

rictly two quavers, and to the next ones three quavers

ach; rather, a certain equalization, whereby all eight

otes of the right hand sound uniformly quick, is very

jitable here. In the 50th bar, I recommend the follow-

g fingering for the right hand: —

y which the d can be held on as a crotchet, which
5 impossible with the fingering that the Stuttgart, as

lso the Steingraber Edition prescribes: —

:n the 39th bar before the three bars marked "Adagio,"

teethoven has prescribed a sudden piano after the
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fortissimo , which must certainly not be overlooked

The Stuttgart Edition, indeed, considers this piano ai

error, laying stress on it in a special remark; as con

cerns which, however, 1 can inform you that I havi

carefully revised my Edition after Beethoven's auto

graph, and that this piano is as authentic as the sfor

zati following thereupon. It is true, the latter ough

not to be taken here so sharply as was necessary be

fore in the middle of the fortissimo. The Steingrabe

Edition (in other respects very estimable), on the othe

hand, prescribes at the beginning of the second part

ties from bar 4 to 5,

NB.

which are not authentic.

The Andante gives occasion for only a few ob

servations. Bars 7 and 8 of the second part ougt

certainly not to be hurried, after the reprehensibl

manner of many amateurs. As little should the Episod

in major be taken at all faster, and one must be ver

careful to invest it, by the mode of performance, wit

a somewhat scherzo- like character; only grace an

sweetness ought to be opposed to the seriousness of th

principal motive. In the penultimate bar, some Edition

prescribe a &8 in the turn: that is wrong, Beethove

has expressly prescribed
*f.

In the Trio of the Scherz<

the persistent return of the following motive is peculi;

^-#^

t £
which stands a small dose of humour in performanc

In the final movement I am always compelled to thii

of distant bells, of rustling woods, and such-lik

another will, with equal authority, hear somethii
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kite different; but, in any case, he is wrong who
kly recognises arpeggio chords, in the semiquavers

om the 17th bar onward. The hidden melody /J,

d, cjj, b, a, etc., must be delicately indicated and

te two hands must melt entirely into one; for which

is also to be recommended that one play something

<e this :
—

n some Editions, the tie between the two e's from the

9th to the 30th bar is wanting, and later on between
e two a's, in the parallel passage: it is to be found

the Beethoven autograph. The three-part Episode

G -major, must be played quite uniformly pianissimo

p to the crescendo, prescribed after twelve bars; but

hen the bass must resound in the fortissimo like the

one of an organ. For the following figure, I recom-

lend instead of the generally-prescribed upper fingering,

he lower: —

& 4

mmtm^zs^m34 12

The bass notes of the two final chords sound a, d,

ind so say I also for to-day, dear Friend: Adet
Adieu.)

Yours, C. R.
Leipzig, May I", i8(j$.
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VIII.

You will remember, my dear lady, that in very many oi

,
y

his Sonatas Beethoven lets the second
Pp3 »

.

' ; Subject appear at first in the minor key,
major.

an(j on|y turns to the major later on. In

the Sonata, Op. 31, No. 1, in G major, you will find

it reversed: first it is heard in B major, then in B

minor. The close of the first part on the third, in-

stead of the fifth, is also somewhat unusual. As 1

know of nothing special to tell you about the means

for a correct conception of the first movement, withoul

repeating what has been said before, I will at leasl

not withhold from you a little anecdote relating to it,

which Ferdinand Ries narrates in the following words'

"When the proofs arrived, I found Beethoven writing

'Play the sonata once through', said he to me, while

he remained seated at the desk. There were uncom-

monly many mistakes in it, through which Beethover

already became impatient. At the close of the firs

Allegro in the Sonata in G major, however, Nagel

had even composed and inserted four bars, viz. afte

the fourth bar from the last pause, the following:

-

As I played this, Beethoven sprang up in a rag(

came running up, and half pushed me from the pianc

crying, 'Where on earth is that?' His astonishmer

and anger can be imagined when he saw it printe

thus. I received the order to make a list of all mi<

takes and to send the Sonatas immediately to Simroc
Bonn, who was to re-engrave them, and to affix

lEd
Hon tres corrects." The publisher Nageli, in Zuricl
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[ho had had the incredible effrontery to compose and
nsert four bars of inexpressible insipidity into Beethoven's

>onata, is the same to whom we owe the well-known

png, "Freut euch des Lebens," but at the same time,

llso, an expression of opinion about Mozart's so-called

inal Fugue in the C major (Jupiter) Symphony, which

p excited me when I once read it, in my boyhood,

pat I hurled the book into the furthest corner of the

loom. The room, it is true, was very small!

It should not be overlooked that in this move-
pent, first and foremost, we meet with a broadly ear-

ned out ending, such as is not seldom found in Beet-

hoven's orchestral works. The thirty bars after the

pause press foward persistently to the close, with alter-

nate chords exclusively on dominant and tonic, while Beet-

hoven has hitherto wound up mostly in the shortest

planner. In the two following movements, also, we
pnd very broad conclusions.

The Subject of the Adagio which follows strikingly

eminds one, in outline, of Haydn's Aria from the

Creation, uIn native worth" —

Haydn.

t^^sg^ps^

gaggEBBlEE
and the rising up to a, later on, is common to both

themes. Do not take me, however, for a reminiscence-
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know that Beethoven had no need to borrow from Haydnj

but I consider it interesting to trace out the treatment

of such masters.

What I have said before about the manner and

method of playing cadenzas in slow movements, I recall

to you here: begin quietly, and gradually quicker

speed! In the 25th bar before the end, there are three

groups with eleven demisemiquavers. It is most de-

sirable, naturally, that each eleven notes be played quite

uniformly; but if you do not succeed in this, divide as

follows :
—

Pis
^
#.«

^== not,

however,

Such a group should never be played slower towards

the end. The last movement is often taken too fast,

in spite of the indication Allegretto; the frequently

occurring quaver triplets also impose a moderate tempo

On the other hand, the few bars marked Adagio shou
on no account be taken very slow; because by thai

the fluency of the whole suffers, and, in connectior

therewith, is rendered difficult for the hearer to under
stand.

Lovely and refreshing even as is this Sonata, it is, ii

q ^r my opinion, far outshone by the following

jj* '. '
' one in D minor. What use Beethovei

makes of the simplest of all motives — th<

chord —

with which he begins the first movement! It return

some twenty times. Nottebohm tells us that Beethove
has sketched the whole of the first movement in scantier

outline on one small page. It is true, it is formed a
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f from a mould. It is remarkable that Beethoven does

(lot once introduce the major key in this whole move-

ment; indeed, he even produces only once a major

conic triad! On the other hand, in the second move-

ment you will find only thrice a minor triad, each of

pne crotchet duration, whilst all the rest is radiant in

brightest major. And now the third movement? There

lire only eighteen bars which belong to a major key:

In the first part, seven bars in C major (from bar

35-41), and in the second part, the charming eleven-bar

Episode in B\> major, which, indeed, shines forth like

a glimpse of sunshine. I wonder if this be accidental?

I believe not!

And now for a few details. The first chord

should not be broadly spread. The arpeggio sign, gene-

rally, has always only the signification that the chord

in question is not to be struck Quite precisely together;

if the composer really desires it broadly spread, he

writes it differently. Whether, from the 21st bar on,

the principal motive of the bass, as well as the motive

placed against it in the melody, is played with the

left hand, or whether the latter is played with the right

hand, I consider a matter of indifference. In either

way, the two motives can be detached from one another.

The relationship between a Period from Mozart's

C minor Concerto and the following from this move-
ment, is interesting: —

\>
A

Mozart. te=s=£

Beethoven.

pgl

Sm

3 s 5 i
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The way in which Beethoven has written the arpeggios

at the beginning of the second part, confirms my view!

given above. Here they must be more broadly separ-;

ated one from another, and a division between the

two hands in such a way that the left hand takes the

minim every time, is much to be recommended. The
;

second of the two recitative-like passages, which are

marked "Largo," is generally found written in the!

following way: —

>6>

t==t

while in the oldest standard edition it is:

a reading to which, also, the preference is to be un-

conditionally given. At both passages, the authentic

Beethoven direction "con espressione e semplice," should

not be overlooked. The words con espressione e semplice

characterize, upon the whole, in the shortest and most
pregnant fashion, the essence of good and noble exe-

cution, and nowadays one might extremely frequently

call out to the interpreters, be they singers, or players,

or conductors, llE semplice!''' Where has the semplice

got to? The four chords after the second Largo can
scarcely be played soft enough while the analogous
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lords in the 9th and 10th bars of the Allegro can

;arcely be sounded too forcibly.

In the Adagio, the turn in the 10th bar is to be

jrformed in the following manner: —

Jr-T\

r
nd, obviously, this kind of execution serves for all

nalogous cases, in the 12th and 14th bars, etc.; while

1 the 20th bar, the execution is the following: —

*-•#• -*-* *f=&£=~ £

From the 23rd bar onwards, the crossing of the

ft hand over the right required by Beethoven, is un-

omfortable, and I consider the manner of performance

hich I have proposed in my Edition no unlawful ar-

itrary proceeding, but probably a great facilitation,

n the 10th bar before the end, the small notes ought

ot to be played too fast, since this would be contrary

the character of the movement.
In the last movement, the indication "Allegretto"

5 to be carefully observed; too quick a tempo readily

mparts an etude-like character which the composer can

lever have intended. A pianoforte piece by Beethoven,

vhich he wrote "for Elise" ("Fiir Elise"), on the

:7th April, 181 o, and which contains the following

notive, very much akin to the Finale of the D minor
onata—
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is marked with the tempo indication "Poco tnoto" and

this confirms my view. For the rest, we find here

once more an example of Beethoven's fondness for

writing down his ideas in short kinds of time, while

the accent ought not to fall accordingly. If one were

to give the same accent to the first quaver of each

bar, the rapid flight of the movement would be en-

tirely lost; indeed, at the beginning 1 would even re-

duce every four bars to one group, and only in the

first and fifth bar allow a delicate emphasis to fall tc

the share of the first quaver. Throughout the perpetuum

mobile of this movement (in which the flow of semi-

quavers is scarcely ever interrupted) runs a hidden

thread of melody, which the player ought not to over-

look if he wants to bring out the good points of the

movement correctly.

I will still mention that in this Sonata two cases

occur in which Beethoven remodels the parallel pas-

sage on account of the deficient compass of the key
board, but each time in such a way that a levelling

of it would crush a special beauty. They are the

following passages: in the first movement, 40 ban

before the end (opposed to the parallel passage in th<

first part), and in the Finale, in the 93rd bar befon

the end of the entire Sonata (opposed to the corre

sponding passage in the first part of this movement
Both are a warning not to be too ready with th

levelling of parallel passages. In addition to this, on
often finds in Beethoven that also without the reaso

of the deficient keyboard he did not in parallel pa<

sages strictly copy the earlier one. I only mentior

amongst others, the second Subject in the first mov(
ment ofthegreatB

1

? major Trio, Op. 97. Also in theSonat

^ ^r in E? major which now follows, you wi

PjT
'

•
" find a passage which Beethoven brings t

a specially beautiful climax (an extension b

two bars), by means of the transformation imposed
respect of the keyboard. Who would venture to suppre=
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iese two bars out of a desire for levelling! You will

sily discover the passage in question.

Up to now I have abstained from pointing out to

ou ever anew the highly interesting thematical working,

specially in the first movements of the Beethoven

onatas; but in the present one I cannot forbear draw-

lg your attention to the fact that the first motive,

ith all its transformations,

jp fgg

0- m -0- M -+-P--0-

t=

^
SS3

| >ccurs, I should say, about a hundred times. The question-

]ng, anticipating, preluding, or whatever you like to

all it, which lies in the first six bars, must, as a

natter of course, be given characteristic expression,

md the strictest observation of the Beethoven directions,

?., ritard., cresc, a fine mezzo -staccato of the three

rhords in the 3rd and 5th bars, will fully suffice to

neet Beethoven's intentions. Great care should be

aken that in the following figure —

P v v v
la weak accent comes on the first note only. I best

attain a soft accent of this kind by raising the hand
pome 2*/

2 inches, and only allowing the slight weight
pf the same to operate in falling, without letting the

pnger strike independently. It is, however, perhaps a

peculiarity which does not suit others, and which I will
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therefore not force upon your pupils. In bar 44 the

genuine Beethoven prescription, in respect of the dy-

namics, is the following: —

but the right hand should not enter already forte, as

prescribed by some editions. In bar 53, a too scru-

pulous division of four, five, and twelve notes each

to a crotchet will not have a good effect, and a certain

laissez aller would be quite suitable here. The entire

passage of four bars forms, indeed, altogether only a

transition group, and on this account can be more
elastically treated than a fixed melody or passage'

group.

In the Scherzo, the indication Allegretto vivact

ought not to mislead you into too quick a tempo. The
frequently occuring demisemiquavers, especially when
they appear in thirds in the left hand against the semi-

quavers in the right hand, point to the correct tempo
For the rest, the movement should not be set aboul
in too Scherzo -like a fashion; there is something
peculiarly meditative pervading it; indeed, from th<

last quaver of the ninth bar up to the pause, it is as
the master deliberated on what now follows. It mus
be played quasi parlando throughout, — as marked,
pianissimo, and without any nuances, as far as the 1

tempo. About the Minuet there is nothing further t«

say than that in the Trio (on which Saint-Saens ha:

written the interesting Variations for two pianos) no
the slightest hastening of the time should enter-
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Inannerism to which amateurs are much addicted as

;oon as they have suddenly to play slower note-values,

vlay you live as cheerfully and happily as the Finale

vhich follows breathes cheerfulness and happiness!

f one can overcome it technically, it plays "of itself,"

o make use of a vulgar expression. —
Yours, C. R.

Leipzig, June 16th, 1895.

IX.

In your last letter, dear friend, you ask whether

t is purely accidental that up to now I have never

•ecommended to you a change of tempo, a ritardando,

)r stringendo, or the like, in any one of the Beethoven

Sonatas under discussion; or whether I require one

)ace strictly adhered to? Recently, you had observed

it a performance of Beethoven's C minor Symphony
/arious changes of tempo, and in the Finale a colossal

itardando which is not prescribed.

It is not accidental, my dear lady! Not once, but

i hundred times, have I observed that directions of

;he kind always lead to exaggeration, whilst the sensi-

:ive interpreter will introduce those small modifications

which might be desirable, if nothing at all is prescribed,

is, however, still better if the less talented player

entirely omit such nuances than if he overstep the

nark. Obviously, there are works which can only be

made of special account by a certain "staging," but

o these, truly, Beethoven's works do not belong!

When Beethoven — as, for example, in the so-called

Waldstein Sonata, now to be discussed — prepares the

second Subject by a twelve-bar Period on the dominant,

tie has truly achieved all that is necessary in a purely

musical manner, in order to make the hearer thirst

or the second Subject, which at last enters; and any
perceptible ritardando would be a pleonasm. The same

5
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sort of Period in the Finale of the C minor Symphom
likewise has an extension of twelve bars. It is on al

occasions interesting to observe what broad introduc

tions Beethoven makes use of in his larger works, ir

order to usher in a new Subject; relatively, also, ir

order to bring in again a former Subject. In tht

Finale of the C major Sonata, Op. 2, by way
example, such a passage comprises 17 bars; in th<

B2 major Symphony, 27; in the Waldstein Sonata, 20

What should and would a ritardando do there? Bu
how one can slacken the second Subject in the C mino]

Symphony is incomprehensible to me, as Beethovei

unites the principal motive with it simultaneously!

I cannot refrain from repeating to you here ;

thesis from my small brochure, "Winke und Rath

schlage fur musikalische Jugend," which runs:— "Whei
Mozart says, 'The most indispensable, hardest, anc

principal thing in music is the tempo' ; when he pride:

himself 'that he always keeps accurate time'; whei

Beethoven, as Ferdinand Ries relates, always playec

in time; when Schumann, in his Rules for home an

life, teaches, 'Play in time! The playing of some vii

tuosi is like the gait of a drunken man. Take no
such for a model !'; when Hummel says, 'The playe

must strictly observe the time throughout the entir

piece; the accompanists should not for a moment b

led astray by the player about the prevailing tempo

but he must execute his piece so correctly and accoi

ing to rule that they can accompany him without fear

and not be obliged to hearken at almost every bar fo

a deviation from the time. On this account the playe

is often himself in fault if he is badly accompaniec
even by a good orchestra' ; when, finally, Chopin writes

'The left hand should be like a Capellmeister; not fo

one moment ought it to be uncertain and hesitating

— these five are no mean authorities who requir

'playing in time/ and one must feel very much sur

prised that, notwithstanding, it is so much sinne<
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igainst."* So long as I have any breath left, I shall

riot tire of denouncing the nuisance which is evermore

gaining ground, of fluctuations of tempo in classical

works, even if I were to be stoned for it! Already,

nowadays, one no longer listens to a classical sym-

Dhony in order to enjoy the work, but to observe in

X what licences this or that conductor admits; and if

it is now quite different from how one has always

leard it, then one hails it with joy and cries, "He
anderstands it; one does not recognize the work again

at all." The object is attained, for the conductor has

Droduced an effect; it does not, indeed, depend any
nore upon the work. And even the better class of

:ritics seem nowadays to have become indifferent to

such inartistic runnings after effect, or shrink from

:ensuring them. In the above-named pamphlet, I men-
ion that Beethoven's contemporary, Ritter Ignaz von
Seyfried, relates how the former prepared for the Vienna
Schuppanzigh String Quartet his works of that kind

'extremely exactly (haarscharf genau), as he wanted
to have them thus and by no means otherwise" practised.

Thus Beethoven would not hear of any choice on the

art of the performers! And that quite rightly!

But now to come to the point— i.e. to the Sonata,

Op. 53. I will, however, be brief, forwhoever
Op.53,Cmajor. has reached this Sonata ought to stand

Waldstein fairly on his own feet; nevertheless, here

Sonata and there a bit of good advice, a little

historical information or the like, may be

welcome to everyone. Properly speaking, the time-

signature of the first movement should have been mark-

ed, probably, as Alia Breve (-§ time), not as £. The
second Subject, in E major, proves this most manifestly.

At its repetition one often hears the thumb of the

r

* Carl Mikuli, a pupil of Chopin, writes moreover:— "In

keeping time Chopin was inexorable, and it will surprise many to

learn that with him the metronome did not come off the piano.

5*
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right hand too prominent; while, nevertheless, that o

the left hand has to play the melody.

The accident of Beethoven's having written thj

same Subject on the upper staff alone when it appear^

in the second part, in C major, is the cause that ii

the engraved editions the distribution of parts has come

out wrong. It ought to be played by the left ham
only, as follows:

xr
L. H.

R. H.

J J ;_
-0 H

g aT^ £2

—

while the small four notes, f, e, d, c, must be taker

over by the right hand. Four bars later, Beethovei

also has written it in this way. Billow has giver

many very acute musical hints in the Cotta Edition

to which I gladly draw your attention; nevertheless

cannot declare— even apart from the modifications o

tempo prescribed by him— that I agree with all. When
e.g., Billow, sixteen bars before the conclusion of tht

first part, wants the shake begun with the auxilian

note, and at the same time indicates semiquaver rat<

as sufficient, the following unlovely harmony ensues

i i
i a i i

i aU I I
I I I 1 I 1

„ Kyi V ±J.jLJ.

I consider it necessary to play the shake quicker, an<

to begin it with D$. In like manner, I cannot cal

good Billow's desire to prolong the pauses whic
occur in this movement for exactly two bars' duration

Pauses lie outside metre, and the sustaining of then

must make the hearer feel that he no longer remain
within the jurisdiction of the bar. The passages i

the second part, on occasion of which Biilow give

that direction, run as follows:
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^^^35&E
*

5=3C^7=:3V-* W-

and induce me to give you the rule that unexpected

\note-progressions should never be played quite like the

entirely plain, previously-expected note-progression must be.

In the beginning of the Sonata, bars 12 and 13, it

reads

:

=?=£
*
fc£

£:

The latter g is, as dominant from c, the note taken

for granted by every unprejudiced person, and must
accordingly be played quite naturally; while the cAp,

as something quite unexpeted by the hearer, must
also be insinuated as such — thus in this case, perhaps,

by a scarcely perceptible rest before it, and a striking

piano or pianissimo. In the 31st bar before the close

of the Sonata:

2 3 4 1

left hand)
: 4-

3
^5gE^

Biilow prescribes the lower fingering, whereby the little

finger is always expected to make a skip of a fifth in

the quickest tempo; while others write the upper finger-

ing, which, however, leads to a similar inconvenience
for the thumb. In order to avoid the over-hastening

of the four semiquavers infallibly induced by both

fingerings, I play as follows:
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wm^Ty j
W:

t& ^ etc.

m£=jj
The tempo indication of the Finale reads, "allegretto

mo&erato" which is to be laid well to heart. As Beet-

hoven, in the course of the movement, raises the

motive, in itself so insignificant,

V=l- =t=

to greater importance, while near the close of the

C minor Episode he brings it in, in the left hand,

fourteen times in direct succession, and a few bars

later on again; further, immediately before the Pres-

tissimo, and finally, once more in the latter itself (at

the second fortissimo on d}), one must, at the very

outset, seek to give these two notes a certain signi-

ficance, in spite of the prescribed pianissimo. For
the rest, it cannot be played too simply. The difficult

semiquaver figure

was originally

As many an one may regret that Beethoven did not thus

retain it! About the manner of playing the Subject

combined with the shake, later on, pretty well every
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Z

!
-&-

Ped. :j:

and you must take your choice.

I may mention still, that Beethoven wrote from

the ninth bar before the Prestissimo in the following

manner:

=tH ^=\

W
=p

$£
^=¥

^ =Wt= E|*
Ped. # Ped. * iW. #

No one, however, seems to have understood for what
reason Beethoven cut up the bar rest into two crot-

chet rests. "Und ist doch so kinderleicht" ("And yet

it is so childishly easy"), as it says in Wilhelm Miiller's

"Abendreih'n." That is to say, it would have been

impossible to indicate in any other way the exact

letting down of the dampers with the entry of the

second crotchet. An analagous case is in the second

movement of his G major Concerto, where he has cut

up a quaver rest into two semiquaver rests:

I

2 3^.s^

2 £ T=W-

Ped. <

B
*
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nostly to be found in the slow movements, or at

east in the second Subject of the "corner" movements.

n the first movement, "In tempo d'un Menuetto," an

inergetic, imitative motive is opposed to the pleasant prin-

:ipal Subject; but the strange thing is that the close of a

irst part, as well any development, is wanting, and

:he steady continuance in the prevailing key of F major,

rom the return of the principal Subject to the end of

;he movement (that is throughout fully 85 bars), and

iven with eight Perfect Closes, is likewise peculiar!

Biilow censures a conjectured misprint in the 49th bar,

and wants, instead of the original reading:

a triplet of Sixths on the second crotchet,

llJ I 2W

an alteration to which one very readily agrees. The
tempo is obviously a measured one. The Finale is a

complete perpetuum mobile, for the flow of semiquavers
is not interrupted in a single bar. It reminds one of

the Finale of the A[? major Sonata, Op. 26, not only

Ion account of the mobility peculiar to both movements,
but also on account of the very similar figures:

Op. 54.

I
2 t t=jc

t=t
r - .
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mention some general rules, and in part not withhold

from you my — for the rest, humble — opinion in doubtful

cases, and in special cases give you a few practical

rules.

Beginning with the shake which appears for the

first time in the third bar, I may mention with regard

to it, that the appoggiatura note or notes which a com-

poser prefixes to the shake, ought never to be taken from
the preceding, but always from the succeeding, note. Accord-
ingly, in this case the c coincides precisely with the

chord in the bass, and receives a slight accent. Bulow
represents the execution in the following way :

—

m&&
bees

Eg
-s^ *

and if this figure is to be written out in full, Billow's

notation may be the best; but it is always a precarious

thing to write out such ornaments in full, and still

more so to perform them exactly literally. A genuine

shake, moreover, sounds quite different from such a

semiquaver figure; therefore I would prefer to write

the figure in the following manner: —

n
,

^a .tCZr ,. 4 3

pm
j—£?j

?
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A similar passage is to be found in the C minor Trio
from Op. i, by Beethoven.

^isi^fe^V V ^V ^llidgE^Ê fe

m^
r-^S

tnz-

In the shakes which begin with the change of

signature, a facilitation, certainly desired by many, is

ensured if the lower note of the right hand (e$, later on

fi
be taken over by the thumb of the left hand,

hen, after the Development section, Beethoven returns

to the commencement, and requires the repetition of

Great C and D|?, throughout sixteen bars, everyone
will perceive how difficult it is to meet his requirement

in pianissimo. This is because the hammer-heads in

this region are very large and, accordingly, heavy,

and thus I have personally, found it very good to

make use of two fingers (the 3rd and 4th) simultaneously

for striking. It is, in any case, a harmless little "house-

hold remedy!" Biilow took the thumb for this passage,

as is seen from his editions.

From the 36th bar before the Piu Allegro, there

is an accompanying semiquaver figure in the right

hand, which the Beethoven manuscript leaves an open
question. I cannot decide for Billow's reading, which

alternates between

£ -.££:£ *. ft?*

and
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:o still observe to you. I have already mentioned in my
former letters, that arpeggio chords ought never to be
:oo slowly broken. The three bars of transition to the

Finale corroborate this, for the melody therein is: —

T5>"
&

and were the chord at the pause broken slowly, the

two notes, aft and d\j, which belong together, would
be too widely separated from one another. Therefore,
not something like this:

At the beginning of the Finale one often hears

-1

¥
-«ii.

played

insnstead */r"

of- p
te=4*=£m «=

-«*

1P=

and I beg you not be offended if I warn you against

such inaccuracy. In the warmth of feeling it may well

happen that one does not attach the necessary import-

ance to such instructions. For the principal motive,

Billow recommends a fingering which he owed to the

late Franz Kroll of Berlin. It is indeed, in my opinion

also, the best of all the three fingerings which one

finds prescribed, and I advise you, consequently, to let

it be used:
6
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XI.

Dearest Lady, — If the two Sonatas now following,

Op. 78 and Op. 79, are strikingly less

Op. 78, F* major, played than all the others, even the

greatest admirer of Beethoven — and
among these I may also count myself— will be obliged

to confess, if he is quite candid, that the reason is

probably to be looked for in the works themselves.
Would one find fault with a Beethoven, one should
at least do so on one's knees, and I should have been
ready to throw myself at once on my knees supposing
that I had indeed wished to blame or find fault with
the works; but I do not dream of such a thing. On
the contrary, I acknowledge that the infinite fervour

("Innigkeit") of the introductory Adagio, and the unut-

terable loveliness of the principal Subject, directly

moves me; but, nevertheless, I understand very well

that this Sonata has never become popular. And now
hurl an anathema at me! But at the same time you
may rely upon it that I play it to myself, quite alone

within my four walls, with special preference. This
F^ major Sonata is just a quite confidential piece ("ein

ganz intimes Musikstuck") which, so far as my ex-

perience goes, before an audience does not produce
the effect which nearly all the others

Op. 79, G major, do. I am certainly cooler towards the

G major Sonata, Op. 79; I want to

mention, however, that the Subject of the final move-
ment has already been heard in the "Ritter Ballet"

(which Beethoven composed at Bonn), and that the

germ is probably to be sought for in the Mozart
Sonata for pianoforte and violin (Kochel, 379):

Beethoven
Op. 79. PHi=t=
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language ends, music begins." Beethoven has added
a special remark to the Pastoral Symphony, "Mehr
Ausdruck der Empfindungen als Malerei" ("More an
expression of the emotions than portraiture"), and
Wasielewski is perfectly right when he says, in his

Beethoven biography: "This class of composition (pro-

gramme music) has danger concealed in it, in so far

as it quite easily leads astray to a coarse realism

which can bring no gain to the art, because it divests

it of its ideal destiny. Beethoven has avoided these

dangers with the most delicate, most artistic tact. His

Pastoral Symphony observes a limit by which the con-

ditions of a musical work of art are fully preserved."

Neither the portrayal of the "Awakening of cheerful

feelings on arriving in the country," nor of a "Scene
at the brook," nor of the merry gathering of the coun-

try folk, of the storm, and of the "Happy and thankful

feelings after the storm", can hinder the composer from

i doing justice to the form indispensable to a musical

work of art; while the depicting of an incident is im-

;

possible, for the simple reason that the return of Sub-

jects , Periods , and entire movements , already in

existence earlier, is as essential in the musical work of

art as is, in the work of the architect, the recurrence

of his motive and the exact repetition of entire parts.

The portrayal of a progressive action, however, brooks

no repetition; in that case a person must be as artful

as that symphony composer who took part in a com-

petition in which I had the honour to officiate as

judge. He had subjoined an extensive programme to

the whole of his symphony. In the third movement,

a kind of minuet, he depicted "how princes enslave

the people;" in the trio, how these rebel; and then it

read: "But, notwithstanding, everything remains as of

old; therefore the minuet da capo." To what whimsi-

calities the composer comes if he mistakes the mission,

the means, and the strength of his art, the following,

which I once experienced, is also a proof. As a very
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of the feelings of a pair of lovers at parting and
[I meeting again, as very many suppose, but of the part-

ing of the Archduke Rudolph from Beethoven. To
the first three notes of the Introduction, which play

Ian important role in the course of the first movement,
Beethoven has added the word "Lebewohl!" (Farewell!)

^£fE^^P -•^

Le - be -• wohl

!

These notes should not be played quite legato, but

with the insensibly small pause which the pronunciation

of the consonants b and v inevitably require in singing.

If this way of playing is consistently carried out

throughout, this motive will always be clearly recognis-

able, even where it is not strikingly evident. The
execution of the turns in the introductory Adagio
must be very quiet and soft. We see here, once again,

that ornaments of this kind cannot be written out in

an entirely adequate manner, for neither this method

nor them&m&= ^:jz m^%??^
I —Lj"L^r following,

is perfectly satisfactory; because according to the first

reading, the real turn, d, c, b$, would sound too hasty;

according to the second, not quick enough. Still, the

latter reading approaches nearer to the wished-for mode
of performance. The rests in the last six bars of the

Introduction should certainly not be curtailed.

A Period which can easily be missed in expression,

is that from the 23rd bar of the Allegro, in which

one must make oneself very clear about the harmonic

progression, as well as the melodic signification, of

the alto —
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his kind. Still, you will find this motive, quite un-

mistakably, at least sixty times in this movement, and I

save it to you to trace it out throughout. In the

)evelopment, the master makes use exclusively of this

jebeioohl motive, with the rhythmically pregnant motive
>f the principal Subject,

m^m
ind it is just here where the two semibreves must
ilways be separated one from another by a very short

est, as, besides, Beethoven has not once prescribed

i slur with this motive, while in other respects he has

)een in no wise sparing with this sign.

The passage appearing shortly before the close,

izjr- 3=1
&-
-&

m -KT~
~<g" &

-—G>
T=* J?—

which is formed by an accelerated imitation of the

motive, has, of course, in its time excited surprise.

[t must be made intelligible by the mode of perfor-

mance; for every unprejudiced person will be obliged

has in
q f

to admit that the sounding together of and /

itself no beauty. If, however, the hearer can follow

without trouble the conduct of the parts, as here, he

tolerates very well harshnesses of this kind, he follows

the parts like the separate threads of a web; and then

if dissonances, even of a harsh nature, result from

warp and woof, this does not at all disturb the ear

of a musician, or in a much less degree than if far

less grating dissonances are proffered without the com-
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rite down for you that mode of performing the orna-

ents which is most congenial to me.

Bar 9. {

b

3ar 16.

fc Z3ZZ

m +-£- -0- '
•

f
—

1

—»

—

«*=•==*

#.£

s
Agreeing pretty exactly with Billow's performance of

le 1 8th bar:)

6

3ar 18. <

it.

7

J

^ #-| »H •-

fi

*-«-^-•~#-hj—

^

—•— Bar 25 to be

performed

* m m like bar 9.

t

>ars 32 and

34 in the

following

manner:

:^

—

=3

» *bfcffc= I f t

Dthers will have their reasons for an entirely different

node of performance.
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f its occurrence oneself. Bold decision and quiet sub-

mission, strength and mildness, are placed closely side

|y side in the first movement, and give it a quite

eculiar, grand stamp. There are in it single passages

f great difficulty (especially for small hands), which,

lowever, could scarcely be altered without doing
iarm. I speak of the semiqaver figure of the left

land, which appears first in B minor, afterwards in

i minor. If the hand absolutely requires a facilitation,

he following ways of playing may be proposed: —

*):ff •} i %

or -s^^W-i4A-flt-J
Although the latter kind of facilitation is an infraction

Df the rhythm, it yet has the merit that it makes the

most of the melody formation of the upper part, in

i style similar to Beethoven's, while in sufficiently

luick tempo the slighter mobility is, perhaps, not quite

50 perceptible.

I have mentioned already, in my last letter, that in

this Sonata likewise a passage exists in which, through

the contraction of the imitation, notes come together

simultaneously, which, played without intelligence, must

sound to the hearer quite intolerable. The passage is

at the end of the Development, and runs: —
8va
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Schumann. 3rd movement of the B flat major Symphony.

J

m* -<S»-?f—

gg^
While Beethoven elsewhere in his first sonata-

novements without exception — even in the very fast

ones — lets much variety prevail with respect to rhythm,

le in this movement— only marked "Etwas lebhaft" —
persists always in those kinds of notes which already

ippear in the first two bars. Striking, also, is the

extraordinary brevity of the form. Already from the

linth or tenth bar, before the principal motive has yet

oeen brought to a close, the modulation to the domi-

nant begins, and as here the first motive overlaps the

modulation group, so also does the scarcely-suggested

second Subject the coda, in such a manner that the

first part concludes already with the thirty-fourth bar.

Beethoven furnishes the Development exclusively

with the employment of the principal motive: —

at first in its entirety, then turning to account only

the last four notes, finally the first two notes of the

same. Already in the fifty-seventh bar, the Develop-

ment comes to an end, and now follows, with some-

what amplified coda, the return of the first part, with

the self-evident modulation to the tonic.

The whole movement is as if shrouded in twilight,

only towards the end of the movement does the master
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The supposition that Beethoven might have forgotten

hem is, after all, very likely; but that he should have
orgotten them loth times is, on the other hand, im-

»robable. The turn in the thirteenth bar must, in ac-

ordance with the character of the movement, be
Jayed quietly, but not divided in conformity with the

ime. Semiquavers would be too dragging, demi-semi-

[uavers too hurrying. The thirteenth and twelfth bars

•efore the end are difficult, if one wants to do justice

o the demands of the legato. Perhaps my fingering

rill please you?

Instead of a minuet or scherzo, Beethoven has

arnished a march-like movement ("Vivace alia Marcia").

"he principal division is almost entirely formed out

f the short principal motive; a thorough analysis

tere also will be very beneficial. The shakes in the

ifth and seventh bars of the second part begin with

he principal note, and will not be able to contain

lore than five notes, if the turn at the end consists

»f two. Bars 19-22 of the second part will sound

.bsolutely somewhat indistinct and vague, as Beethoven

equires the raising of the dampers through all four

ars, in order that the low tfy may continue sounding

pedal-point. This confusion of sound can be

omewhat lessened if during the first two bars one

>lays the two upper parts with one hand (provided

hat the stretching capacity of the right hand admits

if it), holds down the dj?, on the other hand, uninter-

7

.s
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sound, which yet, indeed, do not exist) be played as

follows :
—

Beethoven has not written an independent slow

movement to this sonata. The deeply melancholy in-

troduction to the Finale ought to be played "slowly

and full of longing" (langsam und seh) suchtsvoll.) There

is no dynamic sign until immediately before the cadenza;

as, however the composer has prescribed the use of

the Una Corda pedal up to the re-entry of the first f
bar, there can be no doubt that the Adagio is to be

played softly throughout. Beethoven has only a few

times prescribed the use of the other pedal; but apart

from this fact, that it is also to be employed at other

passages with good effect, it must be used always, un-

conditionally, from the 12th to the 16th bar for the

duration of the first crotchet, as the short appoggiaturas

in the bass (c, b, aty, gty
form the fundamental notes

of the respective harmonies, and must, consequently,

continue sounding. A rhythmical disposition of the

little cadenza marked "non Presto", would be difficult,

and perhaps scarcely intended by the composer. I

conceive of it dreamily played, without any sort of

accent, beginning very quietly and gradually somewhat

hastened. If the first movement of this sonata was

very brief, and the third aphoristically planned, Beet-

hoven considered it all the more necessary by a broadly

worked out Finale to give the sonata the requisite

backbone, the full measure of importance.
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The two pauses now following,

Sf

(which, as a matter of course, must neither be held

according to the double, nor according to the quadruple

value of the notes, but set free from all tempo) involve

a slight slentando in the preceding bar. Just as a

rolling ball becomes slower by degrees , before it

completely stops, so will a fermata appearing after

rapid motion have to be prepared, in the majority of

cases, by means of a suitable slackening. After this

pause, the left hand takes the lead, and the right

would have to answer in a manner similar to what
was proposed above. The melodic phrase

which is built up upon the semiquaver motive of the

Subject, must be played with great warmth and fervour,

in spite of the prescribed piano. Only in the 27th bar

after the commencement of this charming episode, does

Beethoven return to the former gracefully humorous
character.

About the rendering of the fugato, there is only

to be said that it wants, like every polyphonic com-

position, to be technically mastered in order to be heard

in all clearness. The fifth-progression in the 30th bar

after the cancelling of the original signature
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Although this A major sonata is probably the least im-

portant among the last five, and on the other hand,

does not surpass the finest of the earlier ones, never-

theless it remains a charming and infinitely interesting

tone-creation.

My next letter will have to occupy itself with the

Sonata, Op. 106, in B? major. Until then,

I remain, yours sincerely,

C. R.
Leipzig, January 1897.

XIII.

Fortify yourself with patience, dear Friend, for one
cannot be concise about the Sonata for the "Hammer-

Wavier" when one has once proposed to

Sonata Op. 1 06, oneself to treat it thoroughly. Many
B? maj. things will here strike him who is fa-

miliar with the Beethoven formation as

made use of in the earlier sonatas, as deviating from
his earlier style. It will not have escaped you that

up till now Beethoven seldom produces one and the

same passage more than twice unaltered; already at

the third time he awakens a new interest in the hearer

by some alteration, amplification, or the like, and on
this account real sequences only rarely occur in Beet-

hoven's works. A striking exception is to be found,

it is true, in the Sonata Op. 53, at the end of the

first and beginning of the second part, i. e. where the

motive

3^
i r w 1 r

.

follows no less than six times in succession. I confess

honestly, but as concerns Beethoven with all becoming
respect, that this has never been congenial to me. In

the Sonata Op. 106, however, we encounter, from
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soon afterwards :

and a few bars later:

#-»s #-»#

±=

Then there is to be found again a similar sequence

from the fortissimo. That is (counting in the parallel

passages) a striking number of sequences! No doubt

this is connected with the unusually broad plan of the

entire movement, such as just a Beethoven only could

be master of, and one thinks involuntarily of the

words "Quod licet Jovi, non licet bovi."

That in the unusually broadly planned first move-

ment, the key of the upper dominant (F major) slips

past only once, and indeed only for the short space

of two bars, in contradistinction to the else universally

practised arrangement, may, I suppose, be designated

as something equally rare. Just as in the great

B; major Trio, Op. 97, Beethoven concludes the first

part in this movement in G major. The seven-bar

Periods with which the Scherzo begins are likewise

something of extreme rarity with Beethoven, and even

here he forms them each through the three-fold repe-

tition of a motive.

And now let me go into the separate movements

more minutely. — Beethoven himself has marked the

(tempo of the J =138 M. M., yet each will probably

ask himself whether the grand character of the move

ment would not be given better effect to with a some-

what more moderate tempo. The passages where the

composer (bar 10 from the G major signature, &c.)

makes the two hands slip over and through one

another, and exchange the same notes with one another,

are ticklish tasks for the player. The passage is so
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^'g

n the performance of shake and melody or shake
wjid bass in one hand, I have already tried to give you
irections on former occasions. Moreover , in nearly

very edition you find such passages written out in notes.

The entry of the second Subject joins the preced-

16-bar long quaver figure, and for this reason

oecial care is to be taken that the second Subject

tands out nevertheless from what goes before. Hence
ie decrescendo prescribed for the last half of the bar

not to be overlooked, while at the same time the

hords of the right hand are to be entirely subordinated,

according to my conception, therefore, the expression

/ould have to be represented in the following manner: —

For the quaver figure entering soon after, both finger-

ings as added by me above and below the notes are,

Derhaps, equally good.

i > » u 2

3 2 1
3 2 13

2 1

15 4 5 4 3

Finally, I call your attention to the relation of

the motive
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to the preceding bass

as a rhythmical diminution of the same. Whether ii

the third division of this movement (in the 13th ba

after the restoration of the B? major signature) tb

second quaver of the alto should be «£ or a, is difficul

to decide; for each reading has something to be saic.

.

for it. Further, there has always existed a doubt ir 1

respect of the 6th bar after the D major signature

"

which follows later:

P
*—

»

i

m
93PE 1*tr

The harshness of the c in the right hand against the

b of the bass is the cause; a few editions have on this

account altered the b in the bass into c— by which
means, however, the logical congruity with which Beet-

hoven has preserved the thematic tenths is set aside —
while Biilow lets the c in the chord remain. I think

that the passing, it is true, sharp, dissonance is not

unpleasantly perceptible if one realises that Beethoven
has anticipated the harmony, as concerns the bass,

consistently. In accordance with this , the second
crotchet always belongs already to the bass note only
then following: —
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milar cases are frequently to be met with in Joh.

ib. Bach; for instance, in the recitative "Ach Golgotha/'

the St. Matthew Passion, where the semiquavers of

e "Oboi di caccia" always anticipate the harmony
hich follows, as is quite evident from the following

ir:—
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might shock; I may remind you, however, of what I ha\

already said on a former occasion about Beethoven

consecutive fifths. Also in Bach's St. Matthew Passic

consecutive fifths are to be found, e.g. in the chort

"Ja nicht auf das Fest":

Viol. I.

There is before the return to the first Subject,

B major signature, and this induced Hans von Bukn
to dispute the generally adopted correction of a BeeJ

hoven lapsus, whilst he wanted the last two bars befor

the B? major to be played with aj, as follows: —

while all other editors had supposed that it was a slij

of the pen by Beethoven since he has throughout for

gotten to write the natural before a. A sketch of thi:

passage, which Nottebohm afterwards gave, also verifie;

this probable conjecture.

And consequently, I know of nothing further to tel

you about this movement, as richly as, on the othei

hand, economically constructed, excepting only wha
Robert Schumann said to a pupil after his finishing

the whole movement: "You must hear that played b}

Clara some da}'!"
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1

The Scherzo is surprisingly briefly and simply
bnstructed; the first seven-bar Period is repeated in

he octave above with a small alteration of the final

ar; the second, extending to only 16 bars, ditto, yet
'ithout any variation. The Trio is similarly constructed,

Inly somewhat more complicated in so far as Beet-

oven, at the repetition, makes over the melody to

Lie bass, and has the right hand follow in imitation,

lere, then, not every first note of the quaver triplets

hould be equally strongly accented, but only those

which are to be considered as melody notes :
—

^St^

The two quavers imitating the close of the Scherzo

want playing with a certain humour wherever they

appear (bars i and 2, 9 and 10, 17 and 18, 26 and

27, of the B) minor.) For the rest, this Trio is to be

Dlayed, according to Beethoven's own instructions,

with simplicity; he once again prescribes "semplice."

In rendering also the principal divison, one ought not

to be over elaborate. The Presto f will bear an as

it were dramatic rendering; eight bars piano, fleeting

by like shadows, eight bars powerfully crescendo up to

the fortissimo which follows with its ten sforzati. Also

the cadenza and the first two bars of the tempo pritno

remain ff. For the cadenza I make use of a different

division between the hands to that which Beethoven
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prescribes, because the ending would be very incoi

venient to play in this manner.

#-P

L. H.-f^J L. H.

8 va-

#^
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When Beethoven manages the bass in bars 19 and
20 of the Scherzo differently from at its repetition,

this is once more an indication that he did not always

simply copy himself at parallel passages, and that,

therefore, many go too far in their desire for levelling.

It is an interesting fact that Beethoven, after he had
already sent this Sonata to the publishers for printing,

sent afterwards by letter what is now the first bar of

the Adagio. One looks with admiration up to the

man who, after he has created so wonderful an Adagio,
reflects still further about it, and finally adds one bar,

consisting of huo notes — the simple interval, a-cjf! I

wonder whether Beethoven has added these two bars

with reference to the Adagio itself, or with reference

to the connection with the preceding Scherzo, or, finally,

in relation to the whole sonata! Who is to know? I
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a not disinclined to suspect the last named, for what
1 important role the interval of a third plays in the

itire sonata! It is true, this is not to the ear a striking

iterval-progression , but neither is the progression to

ie perfect fifth, and yet one speaks with perfect justice
' a "Fifth-Quartet" by Haydn. The octave is likewise

e most natural interval conceivable, and extremely
ten made use of; for all that, it is not to be denied

tat it impresses a special stamp on the Ninth Sym-
.10ny. Now, however, I ask you to accompany me
ti an excursion through the sonata, in order to trace

lit the characteristic thirds. I will make them always

uecially distinguishable by a bracket.

Allegro

9-ft—^~^'f
~j~=£=ic=3=sf V—?— &c.

Lbfe LI V& ^
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Scherzo.
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What a succession of thirds!

Allegro risoluto.
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Of course I have considered it superfluous to cite

parallel passages. But from what has been quoted

it is clear that not only all the four movements begirj
l

with thirds, but that also, for the rest, all the othei

motives of importance frequently exhibit this interval

progression. And should it be rash to descry in this

a design on the part of the composer, it is at least

as rash to want to explain the undeniable fact as a

mere accident. I am hardly the first who has made
this discovery, but even were it so, it must be acknow
ledged that a certain something in the sonata must

have induced me to establish the fact; many may well

go octave- and fifth-hunting from the mere hunting

instinct, but scarcely third-hunting!

sc
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The third movement bears, besides the tempo

indication, the directions "Appassionato e con molto

sentimento," and "Una corda, mezza voce." That is,

to be played "with half voice on one string/' and, in

spite of this, passionately. But whoever is capable of

sinking himself wholly in this world of music ("Ton- '

!

welt") will comprehend what the composer wishes, and

will succeed in approaching his demands. It seems
to me that the mood of the movement is not to be

mistaken; a deep melancholy speaks unmistakably out

from it, but a sublime one, not such as hugs its pain,

and is inaccessible to comfort, as the whole movement
ends in the brightening major. The movement divides

into two halves, of which the second begins with the

88th bar; from there the coming 67 bars follow the

first half almost quite exactly, only in rich variation

and with partly different modulations. What then

follows is not difficult to refer to the preceding. The
episode from the 69th bar on, requires special attention,

so that the appearance of the first Subject (combined

with the third-progression of the first bar) nowhere
escapes the hearer. Also in the 12th bar before the
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1st Fjf minor signature, this combination again appears.
Ii the last bar before the entry of the principal Sub-
let, we meet with the peculiarity, appearing also in

ie sonata Op. no, and first in the 'cello sonata Op. 69,
hat two notes of the same pitch joined to each other

\y ties, are marked alternately with the fingering 4 3.

hat Beethoven wished the second note struck is difficult

|> believe, because then the tie would be quite super-

uous, and because by striking the note again the

haracter of the syncopation is disturbed; and Beethoven
as made use of this direction at syncopations only.

have heard that on the old Vienna pianos still a slight

fter-pressure has been possible even though the key
tad been pressed down already once, and it is quite

onceivable that in this manner a peculiar effect of

ound has been producible. As such a thing, however,
s not feasible on modern instruments, I am of opinion

hat one should put a repetition of the note with the

hird finger out of the question, in order not to disturb

he syncopation. In the present case, where the shorter

syncopation arises out of the longer, it seems to me
:o be by no means correct.

The Finale begins with a Largo. Beethoven himself

seems to have feared that many might stumble in

deciphering the peculiar notation at the beginning, for

he considers the good advice necessary, to count four

semiquavers. That is to say, he directs "Per la misura

si conta nel Largo sempre quattro semicrome." With
the signature \, however, it is also an odd business,

for up to the first bar-line there are, properly counted,

35, and up to the second, 40 semiquavers. For easier

guidance, I render the first bars into the following

notation :
—
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rfr—jr=. ^

The rhythm appearing later on, shortly before the

Allegro risoluto, is likewise more easily read in the

following notation :

9%r;:
._ 9

d=3i=i j=s~7—4—

^

9ii

The fugue is superscribed, "Fuga a 3 voci con
alcuna licenze." But even if Beethoven deemed it right

to inform us that he has allowed himself some licences,

one must nevertheless admire the artistic formation of

the fugue, with its augmentations and inversions of

the Subject. The Subject appears complete in its
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original form, it is true, only seven times, whilst a

|>art of the counterpoint is heard about thirty times.

W£ 4=t *=

To take in hand a detailed written analysis seems to

ne an undertaking not to be carried out; it would
fill sheets!

I will mention still that the episode in crotchets

may have arisen out of a fragment of the Subject:

Bar 9 of the Subject.

Beethoven has required a turn for the shake in the

Subject; where, however, a chain of shakes arises out

of it, only the last of the shakes receives a turn.

What Beethoven wrote to Ferdinand Ries with regard

to this sonata is in the highest degree noteworthy: —
"Should the sonata not be suitable for London, I could

send another, or you can also leave out the Largo and

begin immediately with the Fugue in the last movement, or the

first movement Adagio, and for the third the Scherzo and the

Largo and Alio risoluto. — l leave this to you as you think

best." It furnishes food for reflection when one learns that

Beethoven declared himself in agreement with such a

metamorphosis of his work. What modesty in such

a giant intellect! And one trains oneself already to

be somebody if one only comprehends him! But,

after all, "To recognize the noble is gain which never

can be snatched away from us," says Goethe, if I

mistake not, in Tasso. — Yours faithfully,

C. R.

Leipzig, February 15, 1897.
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XIV.

I ought to remonstrate with you because yoi

confess to me that you do not find the last movemen
of the B? major Sonata beautiful? Why should I? I priz<

honesty at all costs , and— to be honest also on rrn

side — I believe no non-musician when he asserts tha

he likes the movement. In such a case I must always

think of how, on a similar occasion, a very great artis*

once said to me with a deep sigh, " There is ar

enormous number of musical hypocrites!" Upon the

whole, all the "last five" — in spite of the energetic

propaganda of a Biilow — have never been able so to

fix themselves in the public favour as have the finest

of the earlier period; and that is to be accounted for

on several grounds. First, the fugal style in which
the Finales of the Sonatas 101, 106, and no are

treated is not to everyone's taste.* Then the tone-

effect ("Klangwirkung") of these Sonatas is, undeniably,

often no longer so beautiful as in Beethoven's earlier

creations, for he frequently employs in them the extremest

regions of the tone-system , without being able to fill

up the gap occasioned thereby. Further, one no longer

finds in them— except in the B? major Sonata— an

independent, broadly worked-out Adagio; and finally,

the remarkably short closes — even falling frequently

on the weak beats — may also have their share in it.

Even Berlioz writes about the fugue in an incomprehensible
manner, as follows:—"This mass of entries of the different parts,

the canonical imitations; these fragments of dislocated, pell-mell,

mutually pursuing, fleeing from one another, revolving over one
another, phrases ; this confusion which excludes all true melody,
where the chords follow on one another so quickly that one is

scarcely able to grasp their character; this perpetual surging to and
fro of the entire system; this appearance of disorder; these sudden
interruptions of one part by another; — all these abominable har-

monic fooleries (!) which would have been quite suitable to depict

a revel of savages, or a dance of demons." I wonder whether
Cherubini was right when he affirmed, "Berlioz does not like fugue,

because it does not like him"?
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For the impartial hearer unwillingly dispenses with a
complete slow movement, pleasant-sounding euphony,
ami satisfactory closes, while, on the other hand, "the
wonderful emanation of a supernaturally glorified subli-

mity and profundity" (as Wasielewski very correctly
characterizes the peculiarity of the Beethoven creations
of the last period) is not sufficiently clear to him.—

Not single one of the remaining sonatas by
Beethoven exhibits such a free-fantastic

Sonata first movement as the E major Sonata,
E major Op. 109. Accordingly, it perhaps appears
Op. 109. somewhat bold to want to recognise in

it the usual form of the first sonata-
movement (although very much modified); but each
Beethoven movement is to be traced back to some form
or other, and perhaps my view may meet with your
concurrence. The eight bars "Vivace" form the principal

Subject, the Adagio leads into the upper dominant,
after a new idea has appeared at the beginning,
representing the second Subject. With the tempo primo
begins a utilization of the principal Subject (Develop-
ment), and with the 10th bar before the second Adagio,
the resumption of the first part enters. Now begins
the Adagio a fifth lower than before, and finishes in

the principal key, to which then follows still a Coda.
But everything appears aphoristically, the first as well

as, above all, the second Subject and the quasi-Devel-

lopment being treated almost in Lied style.

The "Vivace ma non troppo" should be played

only moderately quick; in order to discover the correct

expression it is advisable to play it at first as follows :
—
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and only then in the Beethoven analysis of melody

and harmony. In the 4th and 5th bars of the Adagio,

the first notes in the right hand must be sounded so

sonorously and so firmly held, with the help of the

pedal, that they link themselves on melodically closely

to the semiquavers following:

The ritardando prescribed in the penultimate bar

must be performed in such a way that the demisemi-

quavers combine quite naturally with the semiquavers.

From the entry of the "Tempo i°" up to the return

of the first Subject, we find the unequal number of

33 bars; nevertheless, one discovers the correct rendering

immediately, if one imagines throughout 4- or 2-bar

Periods, of which only the one which leads into thrice-

accented b, would be extended to a 5-bar one. It

ought not to be over-looked that the last "Tempo i°

only begins with the second crotchet of the bar. The
connecting notes

must be played very quietly, and the augmentation of

the three crotchets

fi. firi

in the three bars afterwards following
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Imist be rendered audibly prominent by the crescendo

|

it that passage being treated very significantly, the
augmentation, on the other hand, played very softly

land expressively — as it were an echo. For the rest,

Beethoven's notation is, indeed, thoroughly clear.

In the Prestissimo now following, the bass of the
Subject plays as great a role as the Subject itself, and
here it may not be out of place to call your attention

ito this peculiarity of Beethoven, often appearing,
especially in the last periods, this equal value of bass
and treble, — a peculiarity which often makes it difficult

for the uninitiated to recognise the real Subject with
certainty as such. In the last string Quartets, as well

as in the 'cello Sonatas Op. 102, this peculiarity is

favoured especially frequently, and it often appears as

if the master wanted to avoid the sharp opposition of
the dual formation. In the second movement of this

Sonata Beethoven employs the bass motive

from the first positive close in B minor (bar 65) through

the whole of the 54 bars following, almost uninterrup-

tedly, in portions as well as in its integrity, in its

original form as well as in inversion, in double counter-

point in the octave and in canon. And as, accordingly,

an independent trio does not exist, but on the other

hand, a regular Development, whilst besides, the last

third-part of the movement coincides fully with the first,

one might be tempted to consider this Prestissimo as

a movement written in brief sonata form.

In the Theme to the Variations which form the

final movement of this Sonata, the broken chords

(bars 5 and 13) ought not to forestall the bass, but

the first note in the right hand must coincide exactly

with the bass note. On the other hand, in the

14th bar the cjf of the melody must fall on the first
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quaver, as follows from the 22nd and 30th bars

of the third Variation. Equally of course the little

notes in bar 6 of the Theme must be deducted

from the second, and not from the third, crotchet.

According to my own feelings, the Theme and the

first Variation are of such unutterable beauty that

none of the Variations following are in a position to

come up to or to surpass them at all.

An analysis of the separate Variations must appear

superfluous, as their relations to the Theme are clear

enough; I will only call your attention to this, — that

in Var. 3 again the bass of the Theme is first of all

the moving principle (see my remark above),

Bass of the theme.
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and that the semiquaver figure in Var. IV likewise is

deduced from the bass of the Theme.
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About the rendering of the Variations, Beethoven's

exact directions give sufficient information to every
intelligent player, and I intend to specially mention
only a few passages. In order that the passage in
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le second Variation marked "teneramente" may not
3ii nd as if the motive

trfe
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yere repeated four times by one part (whilst in fact

he present is a two-part movement in which one part

ilways overlaps the other), great care has to be taken
hat the progression of parts is made quite clear to

he hearer. For this purpose I propose the following
wances: —

U tr tr
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In the second part of the 4th Variation , the accents

and sforzati prescribed by Beethoven are to be considered

as showing that not every semiquaver of the highest

part ought to be equally emphasized, that is to say,

not thus :
—
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but in such a manner that the following rhythm makes

itself heard :
—
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In some editions the last quaver in the highest par

is wanting in bar 19 of the 5th Variation.
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By leaving out the e, which , moreover , exists in

Beethoven's autography hidden as well as obvious octaves

are formed in the extreme parts.

The last but one of the Sonatas (Op. no, in Ajj

major) again approaches more to the

Op. no, sonata form as Beethoven formed}' culti-

A? major, vated it, only he has retained neither

the slow movement nor the final movement,
independently. After he has let a fugue follow, in

direct succession, the wonderfully glorified slow part,

he interrupts it again by that same Adagio, and then

finishes with the fugue more and more worked up.

Beethoven has indeed written the strange passage,

bar 5 of the third movement, as it exists in the oldest

edition, and in nearly all later ones; while Bulow fur-

nishes another notation, against which no reasonable

being will have anything to object. But since every
sensible person will recognize in the Beethoven manu-
script nothing more than a Bebung (Vibrato), amounting
to mere sound-effect, which begins slow and piano, gets

quicker and louder, and then relapses again, the Beethoven
notation was, in the main, intelligible enough and
scarcely needed putting to rights. The striking similarity

between a leading motive of this Sonata and that of

a Sonata from Beethoven's earliest period, is noteworthy
and interesting.
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In this first movement the song element pre-

iominates throughout; even in the Development it does
lot cease for an instant, and Beethoven's directions
'cantabile", "molto espressivo," "con amabilta," "sanft,"
— point most positively to a 'singing' style of perfor-
mance. With regard to the accompaniment-figure
beginning with the 5th bar, I may mention that in

accordance with the old rule given also by Hummel
in his Pianoforte School, the bass note of such an
accompaniment-formula must always be held on, thus: —

The demisemiquaver figure which follows ought not

to sound in the least 'bravura'; even at this place the

direction "cantabile" should be attended to, so that the

hearer may imagine he hears something like the

following as an inner part: —

m & &r &' &• -teL£
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As to the way of playing, an analogy is to be found

in the Sonata Op. 14, No. 1, and I refer you to what

I have there said about it; for the rest, that passage

should be rendered loudly, and this one delicately

and slightly accelerated. The chain of shakes in the

9
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bass is to be played without a turn to each separate

shake
;
and in the right hand the small notes preceding

the melody notes are to be played as fast as possible

almost simultaneously with the melody notes. In the

bars now following, the quavers furnished with dots

over the notes are not to be played really short, but

only to be slightly shortened (by about a demisemi-

quaver) :
—

The Development is an exceedingly short one, and
made up of the constant repetition of two bars taken

from the principal Subject, which are heard in the

highest part nine times in succession. At the ninth,

the return of the first part begins simultaneously, this

time combined with the above-mentioned demisemiquaver
figure in the bass. In order to obviate the threatened

danger of monotony, the rendering of just this Develop-

ment must not only follow the author's directions

very faithfully, but ought to be made the most of by
a discreet accelerating of the tempo during the first

14 bars, while an equally discreet ritardando has then,

with the entry of the principal Subject, to lead again

into the original tempo.

The 'architecture' of the movement following,

superscribed "Allegro molto," is so easuV recognisable

that any explanation appears quite superfluous. But
I should like to draw your attention to the origin of

the first bars of the second part, which arise from
bars 6 and 7 of the first part. Beethoven liked to

connect in such a manner the opening bars of a new
Period with the closing bars of the preceding. As a
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jrther example I may quote the following passage
:om the Finale of the Sonata, Op. 90: —

§§llii —

—

rle who has accustomed himself to listen to this

naster always with attention, will recall very many
similar passages. On occasion of the motive

ifei=ti=s^
Biilow recommends a "long-winded" (langathmige)

rendering, "in order to avoid a trivialisation of the

popular conceit". In fact, these two bars are identical

with the beginning of a frivolous North German song,
and I candidly admit that this striking similarity in

sound has always much disturbed me. The middle
movement in D? major ends with a four-fold repetition

of the very bar which also forms the commencement
of the middle movement, and the following division

of the hands will prove practical, because otherwise

a retardation (produced by the skipping of the left

hand from thrice-marked d to small f, as Beethoven
requires) is unavoidable: —
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There are few musical inspirations in which the compose

advances such claims on a genuinely musical, as wel r,

as poetical, rendering, as in the now following fina
3

movement of the Sonata. The first three bars, super

scribed "Adagio ma non troppo", ought not to ty

taken too slowly, having regard to the bar marked "ph

Adagio". Also at the "Adagio ma non troppo" ii

12
/-, 6 , dragging of the tempo would be inappropriate

Beethoven's heading "klagender Gesang" "Mournfd

song" (which, for the rest, is not in the first edition

but is, I suppose, to be found in the autograph), gives

a clear intimation concerning the rendering wished fo]

by the author. When the Arioso returns later on,

semitone lower (in G minor), it wants to be playeC

still more resignedly; the melody is continually inter

rupted by short rests (which the Italians call, very charac

teristically, "sospiri"), and these give to the movemem
the character of a musical monologue interrupted

by sobs. Beethoven writes above the movemenl
"Ermattet, klagend, perdendo le forze, dolente" (wearied

plaintive, losing strength, with grief).

The Fugue is a three-part one, and the quietly

flowing Subject intimates plainly enough that it is tc

be performed throughout in a singing style. The lasl

four bars before the newly entering Arioso 12
/16 , in

G minor, show clearly that Beethoven conceived o

the quavers of the Fugue in pretty much the same
rate of movement as the semiquavers in the Arioso
Let no entry of the Subject, no Augmentation, n
Diminution and Double Diminution of it, escape yo
in the "Fuga" and "L/inversione dellaFuga"! Toward
the close of the movement, from the re-entry of th«

AP major signature on, Beethoven gives up the strict

polyphony of the fugal style; broadly cantabile, the

Sonata ends with a brilliancy such as has not yet
shone forth in the entire work.

I must still call your attention to the quite original

course of modulations which Beethoven has taken in
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(his movement. He begins in B\> minor, Arioso and
Fuga are in A> minor and A\? major, then follow -once
! more a degree lower— G minor and G major, and
finally, the movement closes, as a matter of course,
again in A9.

I hope to be able to write to you very soon now
about the last Sonata. Until then,

Yours truly, C. R.
Leipzig, March 26, 1897.

.

XV.

Dearest Lady!
Before I pass on to the last Sonata, Op. in, I

want to try and answer your question, how one can
recognise the second Subject of a sonata movement
as such, with complete certainty. I can well understand
your complaint of being now and then in doubt whether
this or that motive is to be looked upon as the second
Subject, because not seldom several motives of appar-

ently equal value are near together; sometimes the

Coda has a very melodic character, sometimes even

already in the modulation-group motives appear which

might lay claim to a certain independent significance

for themselves. You can, however, with rare exceptions,

be certain that that motive is to be looked upon as the

second Subject which first of all after the re-appearance

of the principal Subject in the second part (that is to

say, after the Development has taken place), appears

also in the principal key. Sometimes, as, for instance,

in the Sonata, Op. io, No. i, in C minor, the second

Subject, it is true, appears first of all in a different

key (there in F major), but shortly after in C, while no

other motive except this appears immediately after the

principal Subject in the tonic. Sometimes the key

in which the second Subject appears is somewhat ob-

scure, as, for example, in Op. 28. In the first part
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it begins in Fjj minor, and not until the close is un

mistakably in A major; the second part accordingly

begins in B minor and ends in the tonic, D major

while the motive, else somewhat doubtful,

-&'

*£ .1 L

is heard in the- second part at the same pitch as ir

the first. In the Finale of the great F minor Sonata

Op. 57, the C minor key in which the second Subjec

appears, is in a similar manner obscured by the minoi

2nd, dp.

As, however, in the second part, after the re-appearance

of the first Subject-group, this motive enters immed-
iately afterwards in F minor, it is to be recognised in-

disputably as the second Subject. In the Sonata

Op. io, No. 2, the second Subject begins already at

the i8th bar; that this motive is the second Subject

is proved by its being once more the first one which
appears in F major in the second part, after the com-l

pletion of the first Subject-group. In spite of all ,
youi

may in future remain in doubt in certain cases, because

sometimes there exists really no plastically worked
out second Subject at all, — as, for example, in bothj

first movements of the Sonatas Op. 54 and 109 ; but

I hope I have given you a clue to mam' cases hitherto;

doubtful to you.

The first movement of the C minor Sonata,

Op. in, was originally intended as

Sonata in third movement to another sonata never

C minor Op. 1 1 1. completed, of which, however, several

jottings exist in Beethoven's sketch-
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books. An ingenious expounder of Beethoven's works
has given the two movements of this sonata the head-
ings "Resistance" and "Submission", which in the
abstract sound tolerably acceptable; but that Beethoven
himself can hardly have thought of anything of the
sort can easily be understood from the fact mentioned
above, for he would hardly have given to the last

.movement a "resisting," rebellious character. Such
interpretations are certainly precarious! Thus another
has sought to explain why Beethoven must have found
himself constrained from poetical considerations , to

fashion so sprightly and humorous a Finale to the

Kreutzer Sonata; while this movement, as is well-known
from external evidence, was borrowed from the Sonata,
Op. 30. No. 1; the latter was then completed, later

on, by the Variations which now form the last move-
ment.* The fourth movement of the string Quartet in

B? major, Op. 130, was originally in A major and was
intended for the A minor Quartet, Op. 132; Beethoven
transposed it into G major, and fitted it in to the

former. Several more of such occurences could be
adduced.

In the Introduction to the Sonata, Op. 111, (as

also in so many introductions to his string Quartets),

Beethoven avoids the principal key. He grazes it

only once, transiently, in the 2nd bar, then touches,

equally transiently, F minor, B[? minor, A[? major, E7 minor,

D? major; until, in the 6th bar before the Allegro, he

reaches the dominant, and now at last, eight bars

later, he takes decided possession of C minor. The first

movement reminds one in its character of the first

movement of the "Ninth" and even the rhythm with

which the introduction begins points to this. Also

*) A. B. Marx says, with reference to this sonata: ''So wie
die ganze Sonate erzahlt (sic!) mag sich Beethoven in jtingeren

Jahren oft getraumt haben, die grosse, stets beabsichtigte Kiinstler-

schaft mit einem herzlieben Kunstgenossen als Waffengefahrten ver-

eint zu vollfuhren."
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the three chords in bars 2 and 4, are quite similar ii

the Symphony.

Sonata.

Symphony.
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The striking intervals of the grand Allegro Subject

are to be found, although in an entirely different

character, in the E? major Concerto by Mozart (Kochel,

No. 482).

Beethoven. 9^

Mozart.

Do not misunderstand me, if I cite such examples
of the accidental coincidences of the great masters!

Such meeting of great minds does not point to a

dependence of one upon another, but, methinks, it is

interesting to recognize how such characteristic pro-

gressions appear in all periods. Thus Rubinstein
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also begins his D minor Concerto with the same
intervals.

This, so to speak, inflexible motive, Beethoven
has preferred to turn to good account very frequently,

as well in its entirety as in part. Even the second

Subject in A[? major
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is very soon obliged to give way to it again. Only
in the second part does Beethoven allot greater im-

portance to this latter Subject, especially when he

transfers it, in F minor, to the bass.

A remarkable sequence is to be found four bars

before the last Tempo primo:

+.+X?:jl±± tb±££p*£
al Sua

Perhaps you remember what I have already said

apropos of the Sonata for the "Hammerclavier", about

the sequences occurring in the last sonatas more
frequently than before. It is wonderful the ways and
means by which Beethoven produces the principal

motive at the commencement of the Development in

large and small values simultaneously. Where this

happens for the third time, it is difficult to unite the

shake on e with the quavers, in one hand. I play,

accordingly, as follows: —
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The ritardando which Beethoven has prescribed in bar

8 and 9 after the return of the C minor signatun

must be a pretty considerable one, because otherwis

Beethoven's demands on the right hand cannot b

complied withi-

es 5

ritard.

For bar 13 of the Allegro, the division of the note!

of the chord as recommended by Btilow,

is to be unconditionally accepted.

That this first sonata-movement belongs to the

finest of all Beethoven has created, scarcely anyond
will dispute; at all events it eclipses all the firsn

movements of the sonatas Op. 101, 106, 109 and no.
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The indication of the nuances, which Beethoven has

bestowed on it, is exceedingly careful, and whoever
follows it conscientiously will at all events miss nothing

essential; but truly, there still remains much to be

read between the lines which no composer can convey

by signs, no editor by explanations. For example, in

the last nine bars the faithful observance of what is

prescribed does not suffice; one must feel that with

the intensifying of the melodic motive a considerable

crescendo should always go hand in hand. Not till the

penultimate bar may a slight ritardando enter, which,

however, is quite indispensable, considering the sonorous

bass notes, and the last skip into Contra-C.

When one speaks of the "supernaturally glorified

sublimity and profundity" in Beethoven's last works,

these epithets are probably used about none with

greater right than about this Sonata, which I have

never again heard reproduced by anyone in such

congenial fashion as once by Felix Mendelssohn-

Bartholdy. He played it, as Beethoven once more
prescribes, "molto semplice", but with a clearness and
such a mastery of form and contents, that the listener

imagined himself uplifted into higher spheres, in spite

of the almost analyzing rendering.— The time 9
/ig> *s

seldom to be met with (

;i

/8; with semiquaver triplets,

might have been employed), still more rarely the times
6
/1G and 12

/S2 , appearing later on. On this account

everyone will be obliged first to learn how the land

lies, in order to be able to understand and fulfil Beet-

hoven's requirements. As he has prescribed at Var. 3,

as well as at Var. 2, "L'istesso tempo", it is clearly

evident that with the entry of the new time, exactly

the last third of the bar in question should be filled

up : in other words, in the second Variation two semi-

quavers are of as much value as three of them in the

first. But certainly one must be clear that Beethoven
has omitted— or forgotten — to indicate as triplets the

figure now appearing:
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It becomes doubly difficult to at once understand th«

Beethoven notation, because here (in contradistinctioi

to the analogous 8
8
or

6
<

4
times), are grouped together

not twice 3 semiquavers, but thrice 2. Of course the

up-beat of Var. 3 is to be considered as the last thirc

of the concluding bar (marked 2) of the 2nd Variation

Here likewise is wanting an indication that in the

figure following the notes in pairs form triplets.

Had it been otherwise, 18
/32 would have to have been

prescribed. Beethoven soon returns to
9 '

16 , about

which no further explanation seems necessar}^. It is

worthy of note that Beethoven in all the Variations

always follows the modulation of the Theme quite

faithfully, and only in the last Variation but one under-,

takes a short excursion into other keys. Accordingly 1

there are to be found in the entire, very extensive,

movement, only about 20 bars which do not belong 1

to the keys of C major or A minor. Equally striking

is it that Beethoven in the separate variations never
gives up the rhrythm, once hit upon, even for a moment;
not until the last Variation but one does this happen
transiently, and indeed, simultaneously with the above-

mentioned sole modulation into remoter keys. In

connection w7ith this, all the variations are most closely

connected with one another, and accordingly in the

entire movement no one real close or pause is to be

found. The separation of the single Variations

by rests, thought proper by so many, is thus not

possible here.
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In conclusion, I have still to go into a few details.

In Var. i, second part, bar 4, some want a tie between

the 6th and 7th semiquavers of the bass. But Beet-

hoven has in the entire variation consistently had the

1 st, 4th and 7th semiquavers struck by one hand or

the other, and one may well suppose, therefore, that

here there is no slip in the Beethoven autograph. In

the second part of Var. 3, the harsh change from
forte to piano is to be strictly observed; it ought not

to be displaced, i. e. hastened, by so much as a semi-

demisemiquaver. The bass figure which appears first

in Var. 4, and often returns in the further course,

must always be performed in very strict rhythm, so

that there come exactly three notes to a semiquaver;

the accent on the first of each three notes, necessary

for the purpose, ought to be very slight, in accordance

with the prescribed pianissimo. Delicate nuances play

the chief role in the whole of this second movement
of the sonata. The first forte appears in the third

Variation, to give place immediately in the 4th to an

ethereal pianissimo, which then is only quite transitorily

abandoned, for scarcely ten bars altogether, as then

the whole movement dies away like a breath. —
One should not be able to find epithets enough,

if one wanted to characterise the sonatas and their

separate movements. Beethoven knew how to write

equally perfectly as clearly, charmingly, characteristically,,

fervently, stormily, energetically, idyllically, naively,

passionately and mildly, pathetically and elegiacally,

—

for each most delicate emotion of the soul and frame

of mind Beethoven has always found musical expression

on the spot. Voltaire's words, "Si Dieu n'existait pas,

il faudrait Tinventer," should be translated: "If Beet-

hoven had not existed, he would have had to be
invented."

And now, dear friend, enough and more than

enough about this, in the whole musical literature quite

unique, Sonata-cycle of the greatest of all instrumental
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composers. If I should have succeeded in rendering

it
;

here and there, a trifle more intelligible to you
and in giving you some good, practical advice, I yei

deserve for this no special gratitude, for it has beer

the greatest pleasure to myself and the greatest en
joyment to occupy myself once more with these works

in such a manner. "Wenn die Konige bauen, haber

die Karrner zu thun" ("When kings build, there is

work for the bricklayers"). Farewell!

Yours, C. R.
Tnterldken, August 1897.

Printed by C. G. Roder, Ltipzu
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